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This report assesses strategic airli'f, operations during Operation
Desert Shield/Desert Storm. The rfsearch represents a portion of
two larger research projects, one assessing the initial deployment of
Air Force assets in Operation Desert Shield, and the other assessing
Air Force performance in Operation Eesert Storm. It is one of a set
that documents the results of a Project AIR FORCE study of the
Desert Storm air campaign. Unlike the others in the series, this doc-
ument also addresses Operation Desert Shield and the period after
fighting ceased.

The study began in March 1991 under the sponsorship of the Air
Force Vice Chief of Staff. Its objectives are to describe and assess (1)
the effectiveness of air missions in Desert Storm at both the strategic
and tactical levels in terms of the initial and evolving campaign ob-
jectives, (2) the use of airpower as a major instrument of achieving
the withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwait and the implications for
future Air Force doctrine, missions, systems, logistic needs, force
modernization, and n-search and development (R&D), and (3) the
doctrine for planning aad executing Desert Storm in terms of the
doctrine for joint U.S. ,.nd allied operations.

Other documents dt:'7 with intelligence support for bomb damage
assessment (BDA) ord targeting; Command, Control, Communica-
tions, and Intellliz nce (C31); Central Command Air Forces'
(CENTAF's) Mastet Attack Plan; close air support/battlefield air
interdiction (CAS/1 AI) operations; the Joint Forces Air Component
Commander (JFA(. .2) and air campaign planning; munitions support
for 'JSAF aircrafi; logistics and other support for USAF tactical
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aircraft; composite wing operations; air attacks against the Iraqi
army in the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations (KTO); the Air Force rapid
response process for streamlined acquisition during Desert Shield
and Desert Storm; F-117A operations; effectiveness of smart muni-
tions; and Strategic Air Command bomber and tankers operations.

The report should be useful to Air Force and Department of Defense
offices concerned with the use of strategic air!ift in Operation Desert
Shield and Desert Storm, and the implications for airlift in future
contingencies.
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SUMMARY

When President Bush deployed American combat forces to the
Persian Gulf on 7 August 1990, he launched the greatest aihlift in
history. In the next seven months, the Military Airlift Command
(MAC) would airlift to the Gulf over a half-million short tons of cargo
and almost a half-million passengers. This operation moved ten
times the daily ton-miles of tLe 1947-1948 Berlin Airlift and four
times that of the 1973 airlift to Israel. Unlike those previous, primar-
ily logistic airlifts, Operation Desert Shield marked the first major
strategic deployment of combat units by air. In the first 30 days of
the airlift, MAC transported equipmcnt and personnel for several
hundred combat aircraft, the 82nd Airborne Division, elements of
the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), a Marine Air-Ground Task
Force, plus headquarters and support units.

In the main, this unprecedented airlift operation was very successful.
Yet by many measures the strategic airlift system did not appear to
attain its expected performance level. Daily throughput fell below
Central Command's (CENTCOM's) expectations. Utilization rates
were a third to a half below planned leveis: 5.7 hours for the C-5 and
7 hours for the C-141. The percentage of aircraft available for the C-5
was only 67 percent and for the C-141 81 percent. Average payloads
were 12 to 40 percent below planning factors. Such shortfalls suggest
that either capabillties are overestimated or that there are problems
In operational efficiency.

This study concludes that a variety of factors prevented optimal per-
formance of the airlift system. Sorre factors were within MAC's con-
trol; most were not. The types of problems can be divided into four
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xiv Summary

categories: planning, aircrew availability, bases, and aircraft perfor-
mance.

Planning. Operation Desert Shield began without an operational
plan or feasible transportation plan. Requirements were defined as
the deployment developed and changed frequently as the opera-
tional situation evolved. This lack of a stable, reliable requirement in
the first weeks of the operation made it impossible to use the airlift
fleet efficiently. Exacerbating the problem, automated database pro-
cessors and procedures often could not reliably keep up with the fre-
quent changes made to the requirements. Some of the apparent
shortfalls in capability arose from people outside MAC who did not
understand the assumptions underlying planning factors. Therefore,
they built plans and prepared loads based on faulty expectations.

Aircrew availability. Roughly half of all MAC's/Air Mobility Com-
tnand's (AMC's) strategic aircrews is In the reserves. Commonly
cited utilization rates assume all these aircrews are available.
However, the President did not authorize the call-up of reserves until
16 days Into the deployment and then only partially. The Air Force
eventually authorized activation of all the reserve crews for the C-5s
and three-quartc-s of those for the C-141. The late and incomplete
call-up of reser-e crews made it impossible to achieve full utilization
of the fleet. Exace, Dating the crew shortage was the lack of a stage
base in the Southwest Asian theater. This meant that MAC had to
use augmented crews-specifically, three rather than two pilots-for
the Europe-theater-Europe leg of the mission, where crew duty days
routinely reached 24 hours. The lack of a stage base at a time when
alrcrews were scarce could by itself explain a 20 to 25 percent short-
fall in system performance.

Bases. MAC experienced vadious problems at onload, offload, and
enroute bases. Most deploying units were unable to prepare cargo
within the time assumed in planning factors, especially when air-
lifters arrived at a rate of more than one per hour. This difficulty with
cargo preparation meant that many missions were delayed or post-
poned, reducing the utilization rate of the fleet. The relatively few
enroute bases capable of handling the airflow made the entire sys-
tem highly sensitive to any disruptions at those bases, such as
weather, air traffic control delays, or ramp congestion. Three en-
route bases handled 61 percent of the airflow and, of these, Zaragoza
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is now closed and access to Torrejon -and Rhein-Main is restricted.
Offloads were largely limited to one location: Dhahran International
Airport. This limitation constrained the throughput that could be
attained and increased the sensitivity of the entire operation to
problems there, such as limitations in the fuel system, ramp space
constraints, and breakdowns in material -handling equipment.
Although other bases were eventually used, Dhahran remained the
dominant offload location. At both onload and offload bases, old
material-handling equipment proved to be unreliable and frequently
caused delays or limited throughput.

Aircraft perfiormance. On average, every Operation Desert Shield/
Storm (ODS) mission was delayed 10.5 hours, with logistics problems
predominating. The C-5 in particular suffered from maintenance
problems, with 33 percent of the aircraft deemed unavailable, on av-
erage (18 percent of those aircraft were unavailable because of
maintenance problems), and, of those planes available, an average
delay per mission of 9.0 hours because of logistics. This poorer-than-
expected reliability of the C-5 significaritly reduced its utilization
level. It also meant that at certain times during the operation, the
C-5 fleet could not meet the demand for outsize cargo capability.
The C-141 had a better maintenance record, but its average payload
was 26 percent below planning factors. Concerns about fatigue dis-
played in the Inner-outer wing joint of the aircraft resulted in load
weight restrictions. In some other areas, apparently poor perfor-
mance actually reflects sensible operational decisions obscured in
broad measures of efficiency. These decisions include Desert
Express, medevac withholds, and the use of narrow-body Civil
Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) aircraft for smaller movements.

Implications. The experience of Operation Desert Shield/Desert
Storm highlights some key issues for the future. The C-141 is ap-
proaching the end of its service life. If the nation wishes to retain the
capability to support a deployment of the scale of Desert Shield, it
must modernize its airlift fleet. The C-17, if it meets contract specifi-
cations, would fulfill that requirement and offer substantially more
capability. We estimate that with the 120 C-17s replacing 265 C-141s,
the fleet could have deployed at least 30 percent more cargo in the
same amount of time as in Desert Shield. It would also have been
able to provide enough outsize cargo capability to meet any conceiv-
able demand. Modernization of material-handling equipment with
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the procurement of 60K loaders will offer significantly greater relia-
bility and flexibility.

Airlift is a system, and for the system to function efficiently its com-
ponents must each work well and be kept In balance. The recom-
mendations of this study reflect this fact. We recommend that:

0 Contingency planning Incorporate knowledgeable transporters
into the process early to ensure the feasibility of courses of ac-
tion. Transporters have tools and data systems to support rapid
planning.

* Planning also consider how to redeploy forces rapidly and effec-
tively If necessary.

* Planning factors be reexamined and better explained to users.
Deploying units and personnel at enroute stage bases receive
additional training.

* Expectations of optimal performance be lowered, for planning
* purposes, to Le more realistic.

* Base operations receive continued attention. The United States
needs to ensure access to adequate bases enroute and in the the-
ater to support continger.Jes. Every unit and base should have
transportation feasibility plans and a single identified point of
contact for mobility operations. Planning should take into ac-
count Increased communications capacity.

* The Air Force continue funding modernization of material-
handling equipment. Other measures be taken to reduce
congestion at pallet yards.

* The Defense Department strive to ensure that the U.S. Transpor-
"tition Command or AMC has sufficient aircrews in a crisis.
Consideration should be given to granting Commander, Air
Mobility Command (COAMC) limited authority to call up airlift
personnel in a transportation emergency, as can now be done
with Stage I of the CRAF.

* Airlift modernization to replace the aging C-141 fleet take place.
Modernization Is essential to maintain the capability to mount
an ýperation of this scale. The experience of Operation Desert
Shield and Desert Storm also suggests that the existing fleet may
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not be able to supply sufficient outsize cargo capability. The
C-17 should be able to address both these problems, as wel! as
provide greater throughput when airbase access is lmited.
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p. 271
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

On 7 August 1990, in response to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait,
President George Bush announced his decision to send United States
military forces to aid in the defense of Saudi Arabia. Within hours,
tie first planeload of people departed for the kingdom. Thus began
the largest airlift of combat forces in history. Over the course of the
next seven months, the Air Force's Military Airlift Command (MAC)1
would fly almost 15,000 strategic airlift missions using both military
and civil aircraft, transporting over 500,000 tons of cargo and almost
500,000 passengers. In the months following the war, MAC would fly
those people back home.

The nation has historically relied on a balance of capabilities when
deploying forces to the site of a crisis. Prepositioned material, sealift,
and airlift-frequently called the mobility triad-provide this bal-
ance. Each leg of the triad has different strengths and weaknesses.
Prepositioning involves placing stocks near or in potential trouble
spots. Although expensive and the least flexible of the three, preposi-
tioning can provide an invaluable capability. Sealift can move enor-
mous quantities almost anywhere, but it takes time to respond.
Airlift offers flexibility equal to that of sealift, but it can respond
rapidly, frequently in a matter of hours. Operations Desert Shield

1On 1 June 1992, the United States Air Force instituted a major reorganization of its
command. Most of the responsibilities previously assumed by MAC were taken over
by the Air Mobility Command (AMC). However, at the time of Operation Desert
Shield, the command was still known as Miliary Airlift Command. This report will
therefore refer to MAC.
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2 Introduction

and Desert Storm. (ODS) provide a case study of the mobility triad.
However, this report will focus only on the airlift portion.

This study presents Project AIR FORCE's analysis of the airlift to the
Persian Gulf. We do not offer a history of the airlift operation. The
contributions and accomplishments of the thousands of people who
made this feat possible will not be recounted here. Nor do we offer
comprehensive "lessons learned" from Desert Shield and Desert
Storm. We have been deliberately selective.

Instead, this study offers an analysis of the strategic airlift operation,
focusing on issues of operational efficiency. By comparing data from
the airlift operation with expectations derived from planning factors,
we attempt to explain the substantial differences. The report de-
scribes in broad terms how well the strategic airlift system per-
formed, explains why the system did well or poorly in certain areas,
and suggests the implications that these findings hold for the future.
In particular, it seeks to discern patterns in the data that may not
have been apparent to the participants while the deployment was
happening, and that provide a better insight into implications for fu-
ture operations. While making extensive use of quantitative data,
Wths analysis also sought, where possible, to complement the data

*I with interviews of participants. We want to explain the story behind
the numbers to achieve a fuller insight into the lessons of the Desert
Shield and Desert Storm airlift.

This analysis does not address tactical airlift operations, as critical as
they were. Although we originally intended to assess these opera-
tions as well, adequate data simply were not available to permit us to
do so.

Project AIR FORCE is address!ng the contribution of the Civil Reserve
Air Fleet (CRAF) to the Gulf airlift in a separate paper.2 CRAF opera-
tions will be discussed here to the extent that they affected questions
of operational efficiency.

For this analysis, we relied primarily on the following sources for our
information:

2 Mary Chenoweth. Project AIR FORCE Anabib of the Air War in the Gulf. The CMil
ReserveAlr Fleet In Operation DesertShieldkDesert Storm, N-3610110-AF. forthcomin&
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Interviews with the staff of Headquarters, Military Airlift Com-
mand. In late October 1990, the Project AIR FORCE team
interviewed General H. T. Johnson, Commander in Chief of MAC;
the directors and staff of the Crisis Action Team (CAT); the direc-
tor of the Command Analysis Group (XPY); and the Command
Historians (HO). In August and September 1991, we interviewed
staff in the Command Analysis Group, Aerial Port Operations
(XON), Contingency and Exercise Management (XOOX), Pro-
gramming and Policy (XPP), and the Command Historians. In
January 1992 and again in June 1992 (under the auspices of Air
Mobility Command), we briefed and interviewed Major General
John Nowak, Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics and Engineering
(MAC/LE). In July 1992, we briefed Lieutenant General Walter
Kross, Vice Commander of AMC; Major General Robert
Dempsey, Chief of Staff; and Major General Paul Landers,
Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations and Transportation. In Feb-
ruary 1992, we briefed General Ronald Fogleman, Commander
of AMC, and Major General Phillip Ford, Deputy Chief of Staff,
Plans and Programs. Staff functional experts from the following
offices at MAC/AMC provided frequent assistance: Logistics
Plans (LGX), Surgeon General (SG), Tanker Airlift Control Center
(TACC), Resource Division (XOR), Combat Operations and
Training Division (XOT), Air Reserve Forces Advisors (XPB),
Strategy, Planning, and Doctrine (XPD), , Programming (XPP),
Operations Plans (XPX), Command Analysis Group (XPY), and
Requirements (XR).

* Interviews at 21st Air Force and the 438th Military Airlift WTing at
McGuire Air Force Base, New Jersey, in January 1991.3

Interviews with the Air Staff: In August 1992, we briefed
Lieutenant General Buster Glosson, Director of Plans and Pro-
grams (AF/XO) and Major General Larry Henry (AF/XOR), as well
as action officers from the Program Element Managers (PEM),
the Plans and Operations Mobility Forces Branch (XOFM), and
the Plans and Operations Joint Matters Branch (XOXJ). Staff
functional experts from Studies and Analysis (AF/SA), and Airlift

31nterviews were conducted by Paul Killingsworth for an earlier Project AIR FORCE
study.
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and Rescue Force (AF/XOOTA) provided assistance earlier in the
study.

* Data from the Military Airlift Integrated Reporting System
(MAIRS) database.'

* From a related study for the Army, interviews with transport
planners at XVIII Airborne Corps, Fort Bragg, in September 1990.

* Various datasets, reports, and logs provided by MAC.

We did not have the opportunity to interview many key participants.
We visited neither the theater nor the enrotute bases, although we
spoke to people who had deployed there. We did not speak to per-
sonnel at th:! 22nd Air Force. Nonetheless, we believe that the
sources provided to us gave us enough information to permit us to
paint a fairly detailed portrait of the operation.

The remainder of this analysis is divided into five chapters. Chapter
Two provides a biief overview of the ODS airlift and introduces the
que'tions of operational efficiency that have been raised by various
observers. Chapter Three presents our analysis of the factors that
limited strategic airlift operations during ODS. Chapt,.r Four offers
some observations on the implications for the future. Chapter Five

4To avoid false entries we performed the following consistency checks:

0 Deleted sorties in all missions that had more than one aircraft type.

a Created, from the remainder, a table from which to generate sortie statistics
and a table from whkih to generate mission statistics.

e From the sortie table:
- deleted sorties whose departure station did not match the previous

arrival station.

- deleted sorties whose time on ground was less than zero or greater than
two days.

* From the mission table:
- deleted n ;lions with greater than 20 sorties.
- replaced the delay for sorties whose departure station did not match the

previous arrival station with the average delay for that aircraft type and
the indicated delay category.

- replaced the delay for sorties whose time on ground was less than zero or
greater than two days with the average delay for that aircraft type and the
Indicated delay category.
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summarizes our conclusions. Appendix A contains a series of tables
presenting commonly requested statistics on the ODS airlift. Figures
in Appendix B present C-141 payload distributions by base.

t/



Chapter Two

OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

The deployment that began on 7 August 1990 was just the beginning
of a large, complex operation involving all aspects of the strategic
deployment system.' Prepositioned stocks, both ashore and afloat,
provided a massive, early supply of munitions and combat and sup-
port equipment. Sealift would ultimately move 85 percent of all the
dry cargo going to the Persian Gulf, but it would be several weeks be-
fore the first ship arrived. Strategic airlift provided the means of
moving critical assets rapidly, especially in the first weeks of Desert
Shield and in the period leading up to and into the war. It carried
virtually all of the people deployed to and from the Gulf. It also
transported a higher-than-expected proportion of dry cargo (15 per-
cent versus the expected 5 percent) and sustainment cargo (30 per-
cent versus the expected 10 percent).2

The operation can be usefully divided into four periods:

0 Phase I: 7 August-9 November 1990. Deploying and sustaining
forces to defend Saudi Arabia and the Gulf Cooperation Council
states.

* Phase II: 10 November 1990-16 January 1991. Deploying offen-
sive forces capable of evicting Iraq from Kuwait and sustaining
deployed forces.

1A basic description of the deployment can be found in the unclassified versiun of the
Defense Department report. Conduct of the Persian Gulf War An Interim Report to
CongrCS pp. 3-1 to 3-5.
2Attributed to General H. T. Johnson, "MAC Faces Widening Gap In Peacetime, Crisis
Needs," Aviation Week & Space Technology. September 9. 1991, p. 49.

7



8 Overview of Operations

* Phase III: 17 January-28 February 1991. Supporting and sustain-
ing wartime operations.

0 Phase IV: March-August 1991. Redeploying forces, sustaining
remaining in-place forces, and supporting humanitarian opera-
tions.

This chapter sets the stage for later discussions. It offers an overview
of the airlift with descriptions of each phase. The descriptions are
not meant to be comprehensive histories, but merely sketches upon
which to build for later discussions. We then close with questions
raised, by ourselves or by others, on how well the airlift system per-
formed.

HISTORICAL SUMMARY

From the start of Operation Desert Shield until the end of the war,
MAC flew just under 15,000 missions. Of these, 77 percent were
flown by organic (military) MAC airlifters (C-5s and C-141s), 3
percent by Strategic Air Command KC-lOs, 3 and the remainder by
civil aircraft (both CRAF and volunteers).' Table 1 summarizes the
missions flown by aircraft type and by month.5 The level of effort

3The KC-10 Is a combined tanker and airlifter, based on the civilian DC-10. At the time
of ODS, the KC-10s were assigned to SAC.
4For the remainder of this report, we will use tCRAF" as a shorthand for both CRAF-
activated aircraft and aircraft volunteered by carriers.
5Many data tables provided to us by MAC used 30-day periods to normalize compar-
isons between months. The "months" correspond to these periods:

August: 817190-9115190
September: 916/90-1015190

October. 10/6/90-11/4/90

November. 1115190-12/4190

December 12/5/90-113/91

January. 1/4191-2/2191
February. 2/3191-3/4/91

/ .

'7/ ,, /,.." /:' , , : - - I " .
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10 Overview of Operutions

varied significantly over time. In August and September, MAC
surged to deploy the initial forces. In October and early November,
the pace slackened slightly as the initial units finished deploying but
picked up dramatically in December as the second set of deploy-
ments began and the United States prepared for war. Each period
has Its own story.

Pre-Crisis Preparations

The initial planning for a possible U.S. response to an Iraqi invasion
of Kuwait had begun some months before the invasion, as part of the
normal planning process. As Iraqi forces massed on the border of
Kuwait in July 1990, planning efforts accelerated. Unfortunately, on
2 August 1990 the plan existed only as a "Concept Outline,* and a.,
such lacked a transportation plan.6

After the invasion on 2 August, planning became more intensive and
specific courses of action were considered. This planning was
"close-hold," and we have not had access to those involved in the

process. To the best of our knowledge, based on numerous inter-
views with Air Force and Army planners, no experienced transport
planners Were involved in this process until the deployment order
was issued on 7 August at 1700Z. Expectations of transportation ca-
pability appeared to have been based on older operational plans
whose assumptions were invalid in this case. As a consequence, the
initial requirements passed down by Central Command (CENTCOM)
and Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) planners were infeasible.

On 2 August, MAC activated its Crisis Action Team. Although the
CAT did not have any specific orders, it queried units about their sta-
tus, estimated the available capacity under various assumptions, and
developed its Initial concepts of operations. Unfortunately, it could
not plan a flow without explicit requirements, and none were being
passed down from JCS or CENTCOM. MAC even closed the CAT on 6
August because it had nothing more to do. Yet several hours later
MAC reactivated the CAT when informal notification was received
from the MAC liaison officer at CENTCOM that the President was
about to announce a major deployment. MAC put its primary num-

6 Conduct of the Persian Gulf War, p. 3-1.
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bered air forces--the 21st at McGuire and Lhe 22nd at Travis--on
alert.

Phase I: 7 August-6 November 1990

Early in any deployment, the airlift system tends to generate aircraft
faster than deploying units can generate cargo; since airlift opera-
tions continue around the clock In peacetime, the initial shift for a
contingency is retatively minor. This pz"!rn held true in ODS. The
first airlift sorties left with an advanced team from Central Command
Air Forces (CENTAF) on 7 August. The first Division Ready Brigade
(DRB) of the 82nd Airbonre Division began ",% load ento airlifters in
the early morning hours of 8 August. The F-. 5(.3 of the 1st Tactical
Fighter Wing along with some Airborne Warning and Control
Systems (AWACS) began to move a few hours later. In the first few
days, MAC sent airlift aircraft to these units as fast as they became
available. Unfortunately, the units had trouble handling these initial
high-flow rates, as will be discussed later.

As more units prepared to move and the requirements continued to
grow, demand for airlift quickly outstripped available capacity.
Although MAC had access to all its aircraft, airlift capacity was lim-
ited. Almost half of MAC's crews are in the reserves, wL-ch limits the
length of time that MAC can continue at surge sortie rates. Although
many reserve crews volunteered, there were not enough to continue
operations for a sustained period. Also, to move large numbers of
passengers, MAC usually plans to use civil aircraft such as the Boeing
747. Some civil aircraft were made available, but MAC needed a

more complete and reliable solution. On 17 August (C+10), General
H. T. Johnson, Commander in Chief of MAC (CINCMAC) and of the
U.S. Transportation Command (CINCTRANSCOM), ordered the acti-
vation of the first stage of the Civil Reserve Air Fleet. CRAF Stage I
added 17 passenger and 21 cargo aircraft. This event marked the first
time since the inception of the program that CRAF had been acti-
vated. CINCMAC has the authority to declare a transportation emer-
gency and to call up CRAF Stage 1. Unfortunately, he does not have
similar authority to activate MAC reservists; this authority rests with
the President. Not until 23 August (C+16) did the President approve
a limited call-up of reserves, a!lowing MAC to gain more crews.
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Despite the problems encountered, MAC transported an impressive
combat force to the Gulf in that first month. By 10 August (C+3), over
100 combat aircraft were in the theater; the first DRB of the 82nd
Airborne deployed within a week. The first Maritime Prepositioning
Ship for the Marines would arrive on 16 August (C+8), carrying
equipment for a Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTFI; with MAC
providing the airlift for the personnel, a moderately heavy ground
force could be deployed in less than two weeks. By the time the first
ships were arriving from the Continental United States (CONUS),
MAC had deployed the equipment and personnel fer a few hundred
combat aircraft, an airborne division, personnel for the MAGTF, and
elements of the 101st Airborne Division.7 By 6 September (C+30),
MAC had transported almost 50,000 short tons of cargo and over
70,000 passengers to the Gulf (see Tables 2 and 3 for the monthly to-
tals of cargo and passengers, respectively).

By late September, most high-priority units and cargo had been de-
ployed. As requirements slackened, MAC began to reduce the pace
of its operations. It flew fewer missions and conducted much de-
ferred maintenance. However, this proved to be merely the lull be-
fore the storm.

Phase Ih: 9 November 1990-16 January 1991

On 9 November, President Bush ordered the deployment of addi-
tional combat troops to the Gulf. Counting support personnel, this
additional complement would ultimately grow to 250,000 troops be-
yond those deployed in Phase I. These forces would permit the
United Nations coalition to take offensive actions to expel Iraqi
forces from Kuwait.

For MAC, Phase II deployments were dominated by (a) passenger
movement in support of the deployment of VII Corps stationed in
Germany, a third armored division from CONUS, additional Marine
troops, and various support units, and (b) a growing sustainment
cargo requirement. The VII Corps would form the main armored at-
tack force in the coalition. While its equipment would go primarily

7Conduct of the Persian Gulf War, pp. 3-1 to 3-2.
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Overview of Operations 15

by sea, its personnel would be flown to the Gulf. At the same time,
the growing number of forces in the Gulf required ever greater
amounts of sustainment cargo.

The movement of passengers posed the greatest challenge to MAC in
this second phase. CENTCOM established a deadline of 15 January
1991 for the deployment of all combat troops. During the months of
December and January, MAC carried over 225,000 passengers (see
Table 3), for an average of 3750 per day. Clearly, the CRAF wide-body
passenger aircraft dominated in this mission, carrying 62 percent of
all the troops deployed to the Gulf. Yet, although civil aircraft carried
most of the passengers, there was not enough capability with the civil
aircraft at hand (CRAF Stage I and contracted aircraft) to meet the
requirement. Therefore, MAC converted some C-141s to a passenger
configuration in late December and January to meet the closure re-
quirements. As indicated in Table 3, the number of passengers car-
ried on C-141s Increased substantially from November to December
and January.

As the United States deployed more and more forces, sustaining
those forces through channel operations8 became increasingly im-
portant. As shown in Table 4, the number of channel missions grew
rapidly, from 8 in August to 885 in November (or approximately 30
per day). By February, during the height of the war, this would in-
crease to over 45 missions per day. In terms of tonnage, MAC moved
74 percent more channel cargo per day in February than in
November.9 The steady increase in sustainment cargo can be seen
plainly in Figure 1. Overall, airlift moved 30 percent of all the sus-
tainment cargo, substantially more than the 10 percent anticipated
before the crisis.

8A channel operation is an established logistics route (between major Installations)
with some known expectation of cargo and passenger transportation requirements (or
of frequency requirements) from a variety of users. A unit move is the movement,
from one location to another, of a single organization. Airlift, in most cases, is dedi-
cated to that unit's movement. There is no stardard route for a unit move.
9Although the number of missions Increased by only 50 percent, the amount of cargo
carried rose more because of the greater use of CRAF B-747s.
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9 Unit moves
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Figure -- Sustainment and Unit Cargo Tonnage
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Phase III: The War, 17 January-28 February 1991

In many ways, the start of the war did little to change MAC's opera-
tions; MAC had been effectively at war since 7 August. Nevertheless,
the outbreak of hostilities did bring one new circumstance that seri-
ously affected MAC operations-Scud attacks. The attacks by Iraqi
Scud missiles on Saudi Arabian airfields and on Israeli cities led to
two responses: first, many CRAF participants refused to fly into tar-
geted areas at night, when the attacks came; and second, the
President ordered the deployment of Patriot missile units to Israel.

The missile attacks on Dhahran and Riyadh had long been antici-
pated. The greatest concern was that the warheads would carry
chemical weapons. The airlines were particularly troubled by this
prospect. Without chemical gear for its crews and reliable intelli-
gence on the threat, many airlines refused to fly into these bases at
night. This refusal complicated mission planning for MAC, but un-
der the circumstances it agreed to accommodate the airlines.

In response to the Scud attacks on Israel, President Bush ordered the
deployment of Patriot batteries to that country. MAC and the Army

/ r

7• /1 /~



18 Overview of Operations

responded swiftly, and within 24 hours the first fire units were de-
ployed.'0 MAC diverted most of its C-5s (the only aficraft that can
handle the many pieces of outsize equipment in a Patriot battery)
and many of its C-141s (to carry missiles and other equipment) from
other missions to support this move. Within days the deployment
was complete. This experience highlighted the inherent flexibility of
airlift and the significant contribution it can make in a rapidly
changing operational environment.

Strategic airlift moved other vital cargo to the Gulf during the war.
For instance, in January the Army found that its armored units did
not have enough heavy equipment transporters (HETs), assets that
would be critical to moving these units in preparation for the ground
war. Since at that point shipping the HETs by sea would take too
long, CENTCOM decided to move them by air. Only the C-5 could
move this outsize equipment. Coming at the same time as the
Patriot move, this placed a heavy demand on the limited C-5 fleet.
Later, the Air Force needed to move the new GBU-28 "bunker buster"
guided bomb to the Gulf quickly and secretly, organic strategic airlift
was the answer. Throughout the war, unexpected requirements for

* high-priority items meant that airlift was constantly in demand.

Phase TV. Redeployment and Postwar Activities,
March-August 1991

For MAC, the war did not end with the cease-fire. First, sustainment
missions had to continue to support the half-million troops in the
theater and to replenish spent stocks if fighting re~umed. Second, all
the troops that deployed to the Gulf would need to be flown back
home. The redeployment of troops would occur much faster than
the deployment, eventually averaging over 5000 passengers per day.
Third, the United States began offering humanitarian aid to various
groups in Iraq under Operation Provide Comfort. These various de-
mands kept MAC's operational tempo high for many months. Not

' 0rhis speedy reaction was aided by the fact that a Patriot unit was already preparing
for deployment to the Gulf.
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until the end of July 1991 did MAC complete the ODS missions.
Forty-two days of combat required a year of airlift.

PERFORMANCE SHORTFALLS

Despite the many outstanding achievements of the ODS airlift, some
people have criticized the airlift system for failing to deliver its full
capability, or at least what they believed this capability to be. Unmet
expectations could be seen in many ways. Initial requirements for
airlift passed dcwn by CENTCOM were as much as three times larger
than the capability MAC said it could provide. In numerous inter-
views with deploying units that used airlift, the RAND team heard
serious complaints: that airlift was unreliable, coming too late or not
at all; that units had little warning about when aircraft would arrive
or what type of aircraft would be provided; and that payloads for the
C-141 were substantially lower than planning factors.

Attention has been drawn to the various areas where airlift per-
formed below planning factors. U1tilization rates"1 fell well below
expectations. The C-5 averaged only 5.7 hours per day, versus the
commonly cited values of 11 for surge operations and 9 hours for
sustained operations; the C-141 averaged 7.0 hours, versus 12.5
hours and 10 hours.12 The average monthly rates can be seen in
Figure 2. On average, only 67 percent of the C-5s were available, and
at times only 50 percent were available; the C-141 performed better
with an average availability rate of 84 percent.

Utillization (UTE) rote Is the flying time In a specific period expressed In hours per
aircraft. It measures the productMty of the entire fleet, including aircraft not flown.
One calculates Ut rate by aggregating the hours flown by all aircraft and divkidng by
all aircraft, whether or not they flew during that period. Thus, one counts non-mis-
aion-capable aircraft and mission-capable aircraft not flown.
t 2Alrcraft that did fly In ODS missions attained USE rates (average flying hours per
mission-capable aircraft per day) close to the expected UTE rate of I0. 1 hours for the
C-141 and 9.7 hours for the C.5. However, these figures are not comparable. The UTE
rate captures the effect of non-used aircraft (non-mission-capable aircraft and
mission-capable aircraft not flown). Unless the existing plans atumed a 100 percent
mission-capable rate, one would need to achieve a USE rate higher than this to attain
the desired UTE rate. For more Information on how UJni rates are determined, see
Captain Rick Gearing and Major Jim Hill, "UTE Rates Revisited," Airlift, Spring 1988,
pp. 19-21.
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of its wartime planning factor, and for narrow-body civil aircraft
(DC-8s and B-707s) only 57 percent. In passenger missions, only the
wide-body civil aircraft (B-747s, DC-10s, and L-101Ils) came close to
planning factors, as seen in Figure 4.

These figures have been checked by MAC and appear accurate, im-
plying either serious inefficiencies in airlift operations, serious over-
estimation of capability in peac-!time, a failure by people outside the
deployment community to understa90 :a0 planning factors, or some
combination of these factors. The remainder of this report will seek
to explain these shortfalls in performance. On the basis of our analy-
sis, we believe that four problem areas account for almost all of the
,deficiencies:

of 3%e Department of the Air Force, Air Force Panmhlet 76-2. Military Aiciftv Airlift

planning Factors 29 May 19F7.
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*Planning

*Aircrew availability

*Bases

*Aircraft performance

Many of these factors were beyond the control of MAC, at least in the
short run of the operation. Fortunately, most of the problems can be
solved or ameliorated; the last chapter of this report will offer some
recommendations toward this end.



Chapter Three

FACTORS THAT SUBSTANTIALLY LIMITED
STRATEGIC AIRLIFT OPERATIONS

People often think of strategic airlift simply as a resource to be allo-
cated. Yet airlift is also a system, consisting of many components
that must work well together for the whole to function properly. To
make efficient use of this limited resource, continual and careful
planning is required to have aircraft where they are needed, when
they are needed, and with as little idle time as possible. Prior to the
aircraft's arrival at an onload base, a considerable amount of time
and effort Is needed to prepare the passengers and cargo for air
shipment.' When the aircraft arrives, it must be unloaded, loaded, or
both, by trained personnel with specialized equipment. Aircraft
must be serviced and maintained, requiring adequate supplies and
the right ground crews. Aircrews must be available in sufficient
numbers to support the flow, and they must be rested and prepared
for their missions.

In ODS, we found that problems existed In almost every component
of the system, seriously constraining airlift operations. We have di-
vided these problems into four broad categories: planning, aircrews,

tPassengers must be briefed and manifested prior to boarding the aircraft. Cargo
must be marshaled and evaluated before loading. Hazardous materials must be Iden-
tified and sorted so not to conflict with one another.. Material must be placed on pal-
lets, secured to the pallets by netting or straps, then weighed. Rolling stock (venicies)
must be prepared for air shipment-flammable fluids must be drained and purged.
All cargo must be weighed (both pallets and rolling stock) and with this Information a
load plan must be developed. The load plan Is the sequence In which the aircraft Is
loaded, accounting for center of gravity and floor load constraints. Prior to loading.
this load plan must be approved by the aircraft's loadmaster.

23
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bases, and aircraft performance. This chapter addresses each of
these areas in turn.

PLANNING

Commonly cited planning factors for strategic airlift assume assets
are used efficiently. Existing operational plans (OPLANS) with de-
tailed transportation studies strive for optimal lift use and allocation.
For instance, each OPLAN will have an extremely detailed database
called a Time-Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD) with accu-
rate and validated transportation information for every unit set to
deploy. This TPFDD feeds into a Time-Phased Force Deployment
List (TPFDL) that sets forth the sequence and timing for each unit
move linked with specific airlift or sealift allocation. The entire plan
is deconflicted and optimized to achieve the fastest possible closure
of forces. Such efficiency requires extensive planning, usually taking
12 to 18 months. The nature of the ODS deployments precluded this.

Changing Requirements and Priorities

Operation Desert Shield began without a formal plan or TPFDD. The
first units deployed simply based on gross estimates of lift require-
ments. The automated deployment system (the Joint Operations
Planning and Execution System or JOPES) could not keep up with the
rapid pace of change. As a result, in the initial weeks of ODS, all de-

, ployment planning and mission scheduling were done manually.2'3

The constantly changing requirements and priorities for deploy-
ments enormously complicated airlift planning. Since units began
deploying with only a general sense of the total requirement, they
frequently had to update their estimates during deployment. Units
might request more lift than had been authorized by CENTCOM.

2COnduct of the Persian Gulf War, p. 3-1. JOPES was a relatively new system, still in the
early stages of development. It had not yet been fully instituted and not many people
had been trained In it. Full development is not expected until the mid- 1990s.
31n mid-August MAC had to stand-down the fleet for 12 hours, just to find out where
all the airlifters were and where they were heading. At this point MAC established slot
times in the theater and enforced a metered flow, so that aircraft would not arrive in
theater before parking spots became available.
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*1 Without a TPFDD for this deployment, units used what data they
had. Often, the databases proved to be out of date. Equipment
phased out years earlier still appeared on the unit's equipment list-
ing, while some newer pieces did not. At times, MAC was scheduled
to move units that no longer existed. Another source of "changing"

* requirements was unauthorized changes to the TPFDD made by
users of the JOPES. Anyone with a Worldwide Military Command
and Control System (WWMCCS) terminal and an access code could
alter the TPFDD. The system did not have adequate procedures to
avoid unauthorized or inadvertent changes to the database. So even
if the correct information had been entered, it could be changed

* later.

On the basis of the evolving situation in the theater, CENTCOM
would reassess its priorities and reallocate lift. At times, priorities
would be changed mid-mission. Airlift had the flexibility to adjust
rapidly to these evolving requirements, but the result was to signifi-
cantly reduce the airlift throughput in the longer run.

Ideally, the MAC CAT would have had the system primed for each
move. It would ensure that the appropriate personnel and material-
handling equipment (MHE) existed at a base before beginning a de-
ployment; if not, they would schedule a prior mission with an Airlift
Control Element (ALCE) and whatever MHE was needed, with
enough time to assemble the equipment and set up operations.
Diplomatic clearance, if needed, would be obtained. The CAT would
ensure that a properly configured aircraft was available and that
crews-air refueling q'zalified or airdrop qualified, as necessary 4-
were available to pick up the mission each step of the way. A crew
flying from CONUS to Europe one day with a particular mission
would go into crew rest in Europe, then would be scheduled to pick
up another mission the next day. The CAT would do this for each
mission and would ensure that the missions did not conflict with one
another or with other operations.

Constant and unpredictable changes would upset this detailed
planning. The effect would then ripple through the entire system. A
change would not only affect those missions directly rescheduled,

41n fact, only one seven-ship formation of C-141s, from Torrejon, pe-formed an air-
drop.
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but could disrupt many others as well. A mission enroute might be
delayed because the crew that was to pick it up was diverted to a
new, higher-priority mission. MHE and ALCE might be malposi-
tioned. Airlifters might sit on alert waiting for a high-priority move,
while other units, already prepared, sat without airlift. Automated
systems could not respond quickly enough to meet real-time dead-
lines. For a variety of reasons, the data in these systems were often
unreliable in any event. Thus, rescheduling had to be done manua
ally, at least in the first few months.

The airlift of Patriots to Israel is a good example of how changing pri-
orities affected the system. The rapid deployment was a great suc-
cess, showing how strategic airlift could move high-priority units
quickly, and proving that the advantage of airlift is flexibility.
However, this success came at some cost. For several days, Irost
C-5s and C-141s in the system were drawn off to meet this require-
ment, and the airlift system had difficulty adjusting to the change.
Since some Patriot units from Ramstein were being moved, many
airlifters simply flew back and forth from Germany to Israel. Crews
and aircraft were mismatched. Crews coming off crew rest in
CONUS might not have an aircraft to fly since few were returning
from Europe. Crews flying in Europe were burning up crew hours.
MAC was unable to rejuggle its assets (aircraft and aircrews) to con-
tinue working at peak performance. One MAC flow ý!anner esti-
mated that the deployment to Israel probably reduced the capacity
of the airlift system by 10 percent for a week. Although we cannot
confirm this figure, it seems quite reasonable.

The absence of a detailed plan also meant that at times airlift was
significantly underutilized. For instance, in December when the
large passenger movements from Europe dominated, MAC opera-
tions were severely harpered by the lack of a steady daily require-
ment. One day there right be a requirement to move 5000 troops to
the Gulf, the neyt day none might be scheduled. Such surges and
stops created enormous inefficiencies. Airfields were saturated one
day and empty the next. Aircraft. and aircrews would be out of place
to ensure a continuous flow throughout the system. MAC was able to
"smooth flow" many of the deployments but not all. Of course, one
must expect these situations to arise in real-world operations, but it
meant that MAC could not achieve the optimal level of performance
set forth in normal OPLANS or planning factors. Since planning

/ /,. ,- -.,:•, .
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factors are used by commanders to determine closure rates, which
will affect the pace of the battle, it is a disservice to have the factors
based on the assumption that everything will perform optimally.5

Unrealistic Planning Factors and Planning Assumptions

Planning factors-of utilization rates, mission-capable rates, and
payloads--were unrealistic. Utilization rates were low for a host of
reasons, as discussed in this report. Actual mission-capable rates fell
short of advertised numbers, especially for the C-5 aircraft, which
had not been fully exercised before Operation Desert Shield/Desert
Storm. Payload planning factors were obsolete; for instance, MAC
knew that there was a problem with the wing joint of the C-141 be-
fore Desert Shield, but did not revise the planning factors accord-
ingly.

Planning assumptions were also overly optimistic. Planners did not
worry, for instance, that offload bases would be a constraining factor,
in other OPLANs there are ample in-theater bases, and Saudi Arabia
is especially rich in infrastructure. In fact, offload bases were a bot-
dteneck in the system, leaving one to wonder whether the problem is
that it is difficult to prepare an OPLAN for every conceivable sce-
nario, or that deliberate plans are of limited value because their as-
sumptions are unrealizable.

Lack of Success in Harnessing Aerial Refueling Capabilities

Because there were not enough offload points in the theater, and
because no stage base was provided for airlift crews, Brigadier
General Patrick Caruana, Strategic Forces Commander (CENTAF/
STRATFOR), tried to arrange for enroute refueling of strategic airlift
sorties. This would serve two purposes-it would reduce the time
the airlifters spent on the ground (enabling more of them to cycle
through a given base in a given amount of time), and it would have
allowed crews to more quickly return to staging bases in Europe. He
was unsuccessful, for several reasons:

SAddltionally, OPLANS do not capture the fact that some aircraft have other uses, in-
cluding support missions unrelated to the contingency, training, and alert status.
Those other mistions do not obtain the high UTE rates expected In the OPLANS.
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* Changing airlifter schedules

* Inadequate communication links

* Not all of the crews were air refueling (AR) qualified.

Changing airlifter schedules were especially difficult to aitcommo-
date in lieu of other tanker obligations. Inadequate communication
links made it difficult to transmit Information about changing
schedules and allow for replanning. Command and control of in-
coming aircraft was very poor.6 Sorties scheduled for aerial refueling
often had crews that were not air refueling qualified-not ;" I crews
are air refueling qualified and there is no automated system to track
the individual crew members and their attributes.7 These pti blems,
coupled with the fact that tankers were in high demand anyw-ty, led
STRATFOR to abandon the aerial refueling idea.

Had there been a more transparent airlift schedule and bette, coor-
dination betwen MAC controlling agencies and STRATFOR, aerial
refueling could have contributed to a more efficient Desert Sh'eld/
Desert Storm operation.8

Planning for CRAF During the War

Prior to the outbreak of hostilities, many people inside and outside
MAC were concerned about the risk posed to civilian aircraft in the
event of attacks--especially chemical-on Saudi Arabian airfields.
The carriers had expressed their concerns In a letter sent directly to
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in late October. MAC had
plans for modifying CRAF operations when the fighting started. On
13 January, MAC conducted a command post exercise to test proce-
dures for diverting commercial aircraft. The basic concept was to
stop the flow, divert aircraft to specified airfields, assess the situation,
and restart the flow once things were in order.

6The Airlift Control Center (ALCC) could not talk to an incoming aircraft until it was
over the Red Sea; prior to that point, the ALCC personnel could not Identify the
geographical coordinates of an aircraft (Dr. Gary Leiser, "Oral History with Brigadier
General Edwin Tenoso," 28 May 1991).
7MAC representatives argue that AR-qualified crews were formed and the STRATFORcommander was Instructed accordingly.

SBrlgadler General Patrick Caruana, private correspondence to the authors, June 1992.

?/
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Despite the preparations, the Scud attacks were far more disruptive
than had been foreseen. Once the first missiles were fired, many air-
craft diverted on their own to other fields or returned to Europe.
Several carriers refused to permit their aircraft to fly to Dhahran. As
the attacks continued over the following days, several major carriers
refused to permit flights into the Area of Responsibility (AOR) at
night, since the Scuds came then. Rather than make a major issue
out of it, the MAC CAT decided to accommodate the carriers.

This move was not without costs. CRAF operations were already re-
stricted to certain bases in the theater because of the proximity of
several fields-like King Khalid Military City-to Iraqi forces.
Restrictions at German airfields9 further complicated flow planning,
making it difficult to match slot times in Europe to slot times in the
theater. Fortunately, MAC seems to have kept the net effect mini-
mal, but if the Iraqis had used chemicals, the CRAF operations could
have been profoundly disrupted.

Inadequate Redeployment Planning

Surprisingly, CENTCOM had not drafted a redeployment plan before
the end of the war. People seemed to expect MAC and TRANSCOM
to be able to work off the TPFDL in reverse. Even if this had been
technically possible (it was not), it did not make operational sense:
the order in which units were deployed was not necessarily the most
sensible order for pulling them out; the aerial port of debarkation
(APOD) for deployment (usually Dhahran) was often not the most
expedient for redeployment, since most units had moved within the
theater, equipment that had been airlifted over might well be sent
back by ship; and equipment that had been damaged or destroyed
might be left in theater.

MAC started to express the need for a redeployment plan during

Phase II. It had sent a representative to the Pentagon and then to
CENTCOM to propose that CENTCOM establish a redeployment of-
fice. However, an office was never established, and the result was ut-
ter chaos. Deployed units were scattered and mixed in the field.Communication with units was more difficult than during the de-

9See discussion of bases later in this chapter.
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ployment, when they were at their home bases. Access to JOPES
terminals and experienced personnel was rare for most deployed
units. Mobility planners were largely in CONUS. Points of contact
that had been Identified by the MAC CAT in the theater returned to
CONUS without passing on their duties or letting the CAT know who
had assumed those duties. A number of units released their person-
nel with instructions to make their way home as best they could.
They expected to find Space Available (Space-A) seating.'0 How-
ever, with the war over and everyone returning home, Space-A seats
were not available. One Air Force officer recalled a situation in which
thousands of men and women camped on an airfield among heavy
and dangerous equipment, with no housing, mess, or sanitary facili-
ties. In many ways, the redeployment was tougher than the deploy-
ment. Eventually a system was established and order restored but
only after several weeks of confusion.

AIRCREW AVAILABILITY

Aircrews form an essential component of the airlift system that is all
too often forgotten when people perform simple calculations of air-
lift capability. The standard, published utilization rates for airlift air-
craft make two major assumptions concerning aircrews: (1) that all
aircrews, both active and reserve 'components, are available for
MAC's use, and (2) that stage facilities will be available where needed
for optimal performance. In ODS, both of these assumptions proved
false.

Late Call-Up of Reserves

MAC depends heavily on its reserve component. About half of the
C-141 crews and 60 percent of the C-5 crews are in the reserves,
along with significant numbers of personnel for aerial port
squadrons, maintenance, and so forth. To gain the full utilization of
its assets for sustained operations, MAC needs those crews; the oft-
cited utilization rates for the C-5 and C-141 assume that these per-
sonnel have been activated. In ODS, the President did not authorize

I°Space-A seating is a system whereby unused seats on MAC aircraft can be assigned
to people without specific orders for that mission.

I. I I I I I I II II I I
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P reserve activation until 23 August (C+16). The first units were acti-
vated on 25 August, the last on 19 February (C+196). At that point, all
C-5 air reserve component (ARC) units had been called and three-
quarters of the C-141 ARC units. Table 5 shows these activations.

The less-than-complete call-up of C-141 units meant that MAC never
had the crews necessary to achieve the full utilization rates. The C-5s
were considered a more critical asset since only they could carry
outsize cargo, and they generally provided more cargo capacity than
the C-141s. With the movement of the 101st Airborne Division in late
August and early September, this outsize capability was especially
needed.

Lack of a Stage Base

Exacerbating the aircrew shortage was the lack of a "stage base." To
understand the problem, one must first understand the concept of

Table 5

Activation of MAC Reserve Component MilitaryAirlift Squadrons
.1

C-5 C.141
Date Unit Typea Unit Type
25August 1990 137 MAS ANG,+ 183 MAS ANG +
(C+18) 337 MAS AR + 732 MAS ReserveAssoc.

756 MAS AR+
31 August 1990 68MAS AR-+
(C+24) 301 MAS Reserve Assoc.

326 MAS Reserve Assoc.
4 September 1990 312 MAS Reserve Assoc.
(C+28) 709 MAS Reserve Assoc.
9 September 1990 335 MAS Reserve Assoc.
(C+33) 701 MAS Reserve Assoc.
10 September 1990 708 MAS Reserve Assoc.
(C+34) 97 MAS Reserve Assoc.
24 January 1991 300 MAS Reserve Assoc.
(C+170) 729 MAS Reserve Assoc.
19 February 1991 702 MAS Reserve Assoc.
(C+196) 730MAS ReserveAssoc.

SOURCE: MAC Command Historian (MAC/HO).
IMAS = Military Airlift Squadron, AR = Air Reserve, ANG = Air National Guard, and
+ = Unit Equipped.
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crew duty days and flying-hour management. For safety reasons, the
Air Force limits airlift aircrews in normal operations to 16 hours per
day, 125 hours each 30-day period, and 330 hours each 90-day pe-
riod. Early in August, MAC raised these limits to 18, 150, and 400
hours, respectively. The Command Surgeon, after considerable
study and monitoring of crew members, determined th.a further
easing of limits could not be permitted. Given that a typical sortie
from Europe to the theater might take seven hours flying time, plus
three hours for pre-mission planning and post-mission activities, a
typical sortie would use up around ten hours of crew duty time.
From CONUS to Europe, the mission might last 12-15 hours, includ-
ing pre- and post-mission activities. Even with delays or additional
mission legs (for refueling or repositioning in-theater), crews would
have been well within the 18-hour daily limits, and, theoretically at
least, could have flown missions every day or two and remained
within the 150-hour, 30-day limit. The challenge for MAC planners is
to manage the available crews and their remaining hours to gain the
most capability possible. Wisely managing crews becomes even
more critical when the full crew complement is not available.

MAC's original concept of operations for ODS was to have a crew
pick up an aircraft in CONIJS, fly to an o~iload base, then continue to
an enroute base (usually in Europe). There, the crew would go into
crew rest; a fresh crew would pick up the plane, which would have
been refueled, and continue the mission to the theater. The cargo or
passengers would be offloaded, the crew would fly the aircraft to a
theater stage base, and go into crew rest. A third crew would pick up
the aircraft and continue the journey back to Europe, where a fourth
crew would take the aircraft back to CONUS. Each crew would use
up 10 to 15 hours of its monthly duty limit while remaining within
the daily limit of 18 hours.

Unfortunately, CENTCOM denied MAC a stage base in the theater,
thus precluding the possibility of crew rest. This situation meant that
the crew flying from Europe would have to bring the aircraft back, re-
sulting in a 20-24-hour crew duty day. MAC was forced to use aug-
mented crews. Specifically, MAC used three rather than two pilots
per aircraft flying from Europe to the theater and back. With an
augmented crew, the crew duty day increases to 24 hours per day.
However, the monthly and quarterly limits do not change. So
whereas the use of augmented crews permitted operations to con-
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tinue, it used up crew flying hours at a much higher rate. Given lim-
ited availability of crews, the lack of a stage base would result in a 20
to 25 percent reduction In strategic, airlift capability. Initially. thl-, ef-
fect would probably not show up in daily capability, as MAC would
push to get the most capability out of the system, hoping to get a call-
up of reserve crews. Instead, the problem would manifest itself as a
dramatic decline after about three weeks as crews used up their
monthly limit.1"

Exactly this phenomenon occurred in ODS. At the start of the op-
eration, MAC had only active crews, reserve crews who were doing
their normal duty, and some volunteers. In mid-August, MAC ana-
lysts (MAC/XPY) calculated that without a call-up of additional
crews, MAC would run out of crew hours for the C-5 fleet by C+19 (26
August) and for the C-141 fleet by C+21 (28 August). The call-up of

I Thls situation can be illustrated with a simplified example. Let us say that a typical
mission consists of a 15-hour leg from CONUS to Europe. a 13-hour leg from Europe
to the theater, and then the same legs returning. With a crew stage base in theater,
each mission would use up o00 hours from the pilot pool:

(15 hours x 2 piloto 10 x 2) + (10 x 2) + (15 x 2) - 100 pilot hours

Without a stage bas.. ,.g three pllots for the Europe-theater-Europe leg, we get:

(15hours x 2 pilots)+(20 x 3)+(15 x 2) - 120 pilot hours

Thus, the lack of a stage base Increases by 20 percent the number of hours used per
mission

To see how this might affect the whole fleet, let's assume that MAC has 400 pilots, e-ch
oftwhom can fly 150 hours a month. If each mission uses i0o pilot hours, 6W0 missions
per month can be supported:

400pilots x 150ohous/month 60, WO pilot hours/month

100 pilot hours/mission I1 pilot hours/mission
u 600 missions/month

llowever, If tugmented crews were required, then only 500 missions could be flown

per month:

(400 pilots x 150 hours/monih) So, I0) pilot hours/month

120 pilot hours/mission 120 pilot hours/mission

W500 miskins/month

Finally, let us say that MAC has 75 mbsslon-capable aircraft available every day, and
that a round-trip cycle taken three days. Therefore, there would be enough aircraft to
support 25 missions per day. With a stage base, MA" could continue flying for 24 days
without running out of pilot hours; without a stage base, It wv)uld run out on day 20.

- ,
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the reserves on C+16 (23 August) came just in time to avoid a
complete breakdown of the system. Even so, in the following days
the mission delays resulting from crew rest requirements grew sig-
nificantly for beth the C-141 and C-5 fleets, as shown in Figure 5.12

We have not been able to uncover the definitive reason why
CENTCOM did not establish a stage base for MAC in the theater. An
interview with a senior CENTCOM officer suggests that the com-
mand was concerned about housing several hundred more person-
nel around alreaay saturated airbases. He also indicated that, for the
"aminor" reduction in capability, CENTCOM decided not to pursue
the issue given all the other more pressing matters before it. As we
have seen, however, the reduction in capability was poterntially large
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Figure 5-Delays Resulting from Crew Rest Requirements

121n consultation with AMC. we have developed a new method for calculating delays
that is used In this report. We calculate the time on ground (actual arrival time versus
actual departure time) and subtract the planning factors' expected time on ground.
The resultant 'delays" are credited to whatever category is identified as being the pri-
mary cause of delays. (The delay times entered In conjunction with zhe delay causes
are Incomplete and error.prone.)
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and could have had a substantial impact ort the amount of combat
force delivered to the Gulf if Saddam Hussein had decided to move
into Saudi Arabia in August or September.

ONLOAD, OFFLOAD, AND ENROUTE BASES

The next problem area can be found in the bases or airports where
people and equipment embark (*Aerial Ports of Embarkation" or
APOEs), disembark ("Aerial Ports of Debarkation" or APODs), and
the enroute bases where aircraft stop to refuel and change crews.

Early Deployments Hampered by Slow Cargo Generation

The first major units to deploy were the 1st Tactical Fighter Wing
from Langley Air Force Base and the first Division Ready Brigade
(DRB 1) of the 82nd Airborne Division at Ft. Bragg/Pope Air Force
Base. These units represent the elite, cutting edge of U.S. contin-
gency forces. Their experience came to illustrate the enormous
problems in rapid deployment faced by even the best units.

The first combat unit to begin deploying was DRB 1 of the 82nd
Airborne Division. The first aircraft with unit equipment and per-
sonnel left on the afternoon of 8 August. The airflow began with fits
and starts while the unit prepared and CENTCOM decided the
allocation of airlift to the unit. This allocation would change
repeatedly in the first week of the deployment. Initially, MAC
planned to flow one airlifter an hour into Pope Air Force Base to
move DRB 1. However, sometime on 9 August or early 10 August, the
decision was made to flow two airlifters an hour into Pope to support
the 82nd Airborne. At 1700 hours (local time), this arrival rate
commenced. In the next few hours, the Army had increasing trouble
generating cargo fast enough to keep up with the arriving aircraft,
and aircraft began to back up on the ramp.

Figure 6 illustrates this problem graphically. Each horizontal bar
represents one airlift aircraft (C-5, C-141, B-747, etc.). The white
portion of the bar indicates the planned loading time.13 If the air-

13Times In these charts, taken from MAIRS. are in Greenwich Mean Time.
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craft were delayed because of "user coded" delay -- delays at-
tributed to DRB 1 of the 82nd in this case-the delay is shown in

*i black. Other delays (logistics, air traffic control, weather, etc.) are
shown in stripes. The dasned vertical lines indicate six-hour periods.

By the morning of 11 August, the situation at Pope had become un-
sustainable. At 0600 hours, 16 aircraft were sitting on the ramp, 12 of
which were delayed because of the unit's inability to generate cargo
quickly enough. MAC began to divert aircraft to other fields to avoid
additional congestion.' 5 MAC also called a halt to the half-hourly
arrivals. After stopping the flow for about 12 hours, MAC resumed
flying missions into Pope, but at the rate of one every hour.
Operations improved immediately and dramatically, as shown in
Figure 7. Delays became infrequent; when they did occur, they were
less severe.I The 1st Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW) at Langley Air Force Base,
equipped with F-15Cs, faced similar problems. MAC provided as

many airlifters as possible to deploy the unit. In the first six hours,
nine C-141s and three C-5s arrived, or an average of two airlifters an
hour. Problems quickly arose in the airlift flow. Of the first 16 air-
lifters, 11 had delays attributed to the deploying unit. The average
*user coded" delay for those first 16 missions was 6.25 hours. Figure
8 illustrates this problem. As can be seen, the delays started with the
first mission and continued for the next day and a half.

In scheduling the next set of missions for Langley, MAC and Tactical
Air Command (TAG) decided to reduce the flow rate to about one per
hour (in reality, it worked out to one every 1.3 hours). This action
dramatically improved the performance. The average delay at-
tributable to the user for the next 22 missions was 9 minutes.

On the basis of the early experience at Langley and Pope, MAC de-
cided it would normaily schedule no more than one aircraft an hour
into an onload base. The 82nd Airborne Division and the 1st Tactical

14 1n the MAIRS database, these are delays coded in the 180, 190 series (e.g., 181, 199).
In particular, they include the delay 'load not ready."

15Furthermore, there were other users, and MAC could serve the community as a
whole better by providing the airlift elsewhere.

L
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Fighter Wing represented arguably the best-prepared units for de-
ployment in the United States military. If they had difficulty main-

Ji taining the pace required by half-hourly airlift missions,'6 other units
could certainly expect trouble.

Many Units Not Prepared for Mobility Operations

The first units that deployed-the 82nd Airborne Division, Air Force
units, and the Marine Expeditionary Brigades--were experienced,
trained, and equipped for rapid deployments. Unfortunately, most
other units were not fully prepared. For many units, the databases
with transportability information on unit equipment were out-of-
date or non-existent. Most did not have transportation feasibility
studies. People made up the plans as they went along. The job got
done, but frequently missions were postponed or delayed at the on-
load station as a result of problems the deploying units had in
preparing to deploy.' 7

Similar problems arose for the airlift system in Phase II. M'st of the
units to be deployed in December and January had not been trained
to deploy. For example, the VII Corps was organized to receive de-
ploying units as part of its mission in NATO, not to deploy itself, and
certainly not to deploy outside NATO to a desert environment. Yet
now it faced just that challenge. Many units deploying from CONUS
in Phase II were reserve units with little or no mobility experience.
This lack of experience caused substantial delays in moving units.

No Clear Point of Contact for Transportation at Many APOEs

Since virtually no unit had a reliable transportation plan, airlift re-
quirements for units changed frequently as the units reassessed their
needs and priorities. The result was that airlift data in the JOPES
database were almost always wrong. The lift requirements entered

1 61n defense of !- e users, they often had no notification of what type of aircraft was
coming or when it was coming. A changed or unexpected aircraft could result in the
need to reconfigure pallets and redo load plans, which is a lengthy affair.
171nterviews with transportation planners at XVIll Airborne Corps and with MAC staff.
These problems are also cited in Conduct of the Persian Gulf War: An Interim Report to
Congress, p. 3-2.

A* • / /
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were often off by tens of percents. To plan airlift operations and
avoid wasting assets, MAC needed a reliable estimate of movement
requirements: how much equipment and of what type, to move
when and to where. To ensure that it had this information reliably,
MAC resorted to communicating directly with the units involved.
The MAC CAT established a cell, called the Requirements Augmen-
tees, which had the sole duty of verifying the real requirement for
each Unit ULne Number (ULN) in the TPFDL They amassed
telephone directories for every base and called each unit set to de-
ploy to find someone who could confirm what the unit had to move.
The system worked most of the time but was complicated by the va-
riety of organizational structures among units. Units are not consis-
tent in assigning responsibility to a particular office for mobility op-
erations. It often took a dozen or more calls to find someone who
had knowledge or responsibility in the area, and sometimes that per-
son in fact did not really speak for the unit.

The Requirements Augmentees greatly reduced the inefficiencies
that could have otherwise resulted. However, they were ultimately
hampered by the lack of a clear point of contact at each base with re-
sponsibility for transportation.' 8 This situation led to inefficiencies
in the allocation and use of airlift.

Too Few Offload Bases

Airlift operations were constrained because operations were largely
limited to a single airfield: Dhahran. Although Saudi Arabia has
many large airfields, they did not all have the infrastructure neces-
sary to support large airlift operations-large fuel supplies, hydrant
refueling systems, material-hu-dling equipment.' 9 MAC had to fly in
much of this equipment to maintain the airlift flow, and the
Commander of Airlift Forces (COMALF) in-theater spent a great deal
of energy keeping the airfields operating at full capacity. In the first
month of deployment, Dhahran handled 59 percent of all airlift mis-
sions, or about 32 aircraft per day. The rest of the missions were

18Tbe Corps Support Commander (COSCOM) In Europe did set up such a system to
support deployments and It seems to have alleviated many of these problems.
""9 Brigadler General Edwin 2. Tenoso, 'Address to Air Force Association Briefing
Session (AFABS) VII," Saint Louis. Missouri, 2 August 1991.
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scattered among Rlyadh (8 percent), Jubail (8 percent), and various
smaller airfields (primarily for deploying Air Force units). Tne situa-
tion changed very little during the first four months of the deploy-
ment; through the end of November, 46 percent of all mission had
offloaded In Dhahran, followed by Riyadh (9 percent), Jubail (5 per-
cent), and King Fahd International (5 percent). The monthly totals
are shown In Table 6.

Unfortunately, Dhahran could normally handle only about 30 mis-
sions per day, because of infrastructure limitations and the other
uses being made If the airfield. In Phase I, this rate was manageable.
During Phase l's peak month of September, MAC flew 65 missions
per day into the theater, MAC achieved this increase mostly by
adding more missions into King Fahd International (from 2.7 to 6.6
per day), Riyadh air base (an extra 2.6 missions per day from August
levels), and increasing traffic to several other bases (for an additional
4.4 missions per day). Figure 9 shows the average daily missions by
base.

For Phase II, these limits proved too severe. To meet the deadline to
deploy all offensive combat units by 15 January 1991, almost 100
missions -er day would need to flow through the theater. To achieve
this higher throughput, MAC devised a four-part strategy:.

* Request that CENTCOM move more non-airlift functions .iom
Dhahran.

• Open up more airfields to strategic airlift operations.
* Move more missions-particularly passenger missions-to other

airfields.

• Reduce on-ground times.

None of this was new, since MAC and the COMALF had been work-
ing on these issues since the beginning. Delays at offload bases were
small compared with delays at onload and enroute bases, as shown
in Figure 10. With the Phase II requirements, MAC had even greater
impetus to achieve these goals, and met considerable success.
Through a combination of reducing ground times and moving func-
tions elsewhere, MA," was able to flow 39 missions per day through
Dhahran in December and January. The flow at Riyadh for the same
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period was 11 missions per day, almost doubling the rate of 5.7 in
* :'Phase I.

CENTCOM and the COMALF opened up more airfields, particularly
King Khalid Military City.20 Opening airfields was only part of the
problem. MAC iiad to persuade the deploying units and their parent
commands to use fields other than Dhahran. For instance, in late
November, the Army was still requesting that over 75 percent of its
missions go to Dhahran. By December, MAC succeeded in moving a
significant number of passenger missions to other fields, principally
King Fahd and Jubail; in December and January, these airfields aver-
aged 26 missions per day, compared with 8 per day in Phase I. This
left Dhahran primarily for cargo offloads. Figure 9 showE he average
number of missions per base per day. It clearly suggests the critical
role these bases played in providing additional throughput. All
together, four airfields handled 78 percent of all the missions:
Dhahran, Riyadh, King Fahd, and Jubail. Table 6 provides the total
missions by month from August 1990 through February 1991.

This experience highlights the necessity of a sound airlift infrastruc-
ture and access to bases to support a massive airlift flow. It also em-
phasizes #he importance of having the ability to expand aerial port

* capacity through deployable material-handling equipment and
having aircraft that can best use the limited infrastructure available.

Problems with Material-Handling Equipment and Pallets

Insufficient and unreliable MHE and congestion at the pallet yards
hampered both loading and unloading operations. There were not
enough pallets. The amount of resupply cargo exceeded expecta-
tions, and pallets became in short supply. Many pallets were trans-
ported from the airhead directly to the user, because it was faster to
load the entire pallet on a truck than to unpack the pallet and load
individual items. Getting pallets back from the user, some of whom
were 300 miles away, proved difficult. Returning pallets to CONUS
became a full-time effort Involving around-the-clock shifts. In
November alone, 50,000 pallets were returned to CONUS.

20K0ng Khalld Military City was used In Phase I, but at a very M,•w level.

___i
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Condition of the MHE was an even greater issue. The biggest prob-
lems were 40K loaders for organic aircraft and the wide-body loaders.
Both pieces ar-e 1960s technology and prone to break down. In the
Saudi climate, seals Fnd gaskets were a particular problem. Some of
the wide-body loaders had been put into long-term storage and took
time to return to working order. As Figure 11 shows, the total times
for mission delays attributable to MHE were relatively small for the
scale of the operation. However, this delay fails to show the whole
picture.2' MHE problems did slow down the airlift flow by restricting
the maximum number of aircraft that could be handled at a base at a
given time. The MAC CAT flow cell would reduce the flow through a
base if MHE constraints were reported. Unfortunately, we have no
way of measuring this effect.

300RAND020B-1 -0293
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Figure 11-Total Delays Due to MHE

2 11t also shows a picture the reader and authors would prefer not to see:. likely errors
In the MAIR0, database. It is improbable, for Instance, that the C-5, which requires
only a single piece of MHE, would have a rmiuch higher percentage of the error (in
January and February) than CRAF and the KC-10, which each require two pieces of
MiHE.

iNI
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Congestion also contributed to the delays. Initially, the saluare
footage of tarmac available for pallets at D~hahran would hold only
about 1>0 pallets, or roughly one and one-half C-5 loads. Subse-
quently, the area was extendIed to hold about 20W0 pallets. Cycling
pallets through the pallet yard proved to be another bottleneck. The
yard wits receiving about 500 pallets daily but %ending out only 300.
Pallets bound for units whose T1PFD)1 lriotity had slipped hadd no
place to go. At one point, 1300) pallets were queued In the yard
awaiting delivery because there were not enough loaders arid trucks
to move the palletized cargo. 22

Interbase Commtunicatlons in Short Supply

Th" communications networks lacked adequate capacity. At the
22nd Army Component Commander, Central Comm and (ARC( NT)
support commnand in D)hahran, for instance, a single, dial-out,
STU Ill phone serviced 120 people (a second STU III wits attached to
a telefax machine). Commercial phone lifles, which aIi ppar to have
been plentifuil andi reliable in the theater, could have, with more
S'nJ Ills, opened up communciation channels.

Too Few Enroute Bases

Another major constraint on the airlift flow was thie number of en-
route bases. The principal enroute bases were %ulijec~t to heavy traf-
fic--they rec-eived aircraft both going to andl returning from the the-
ater. (Compare the average daily flow in IFurope, Figure 12, with thle
flow In the theteri~, Figure 9.) From Auigust through March, four
bases handled 75 pe-rcent of the flow: Ion ijori (2!1 percent), Ilivtii-
Main (21 luercent), Zaragoza (if)i pe'rcent). and llaryitein (9 pett'vnt).
,rorrejon even %urpa%sedl Dhahran In the miunutbr of sortivs going
through the base-; Itlucin- Main ranked third. MAC did niot choose
thi',e hases airbitrarily: no other bases In lurope had the vonuhbina-
tion of facilities (rarrip space. refueling sysctems, nainitenalce', Cr ew

22lrterview with il(none'I Witlliam Taylor, whii wasth %eh inor M~iliary Airlif CommandaH
reprt"1*nal~ite of I1161toun.
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Figure 12-Sorties Flown Through European Enroute Bases

quarters) necessary to handle a flhw of this magnitude 23 or wore the
proper distance between CONUS and the theater.24

Clearly, any problems encountered at these bases would affect the
entire flow. Conversely, any delays in the theater would cause a
backup in Europe. The extent of the problem with delays at key en-
route bases can be seen in Figure 13. At llhein-Main, missions were

23omo Interview data Indicated that numerous sorties through Rhein-Main could
have been handled at Ransteln. We (lid not analyze this aspect. although It certainly
Is a tonsk-ieratdon that planners should inves'lgate Although Ramstein might offer an
alternative. It too suffers from lridtations In capacity. In particular, the runway cannot
handle a C-5, and increasing capacities of millitary fAcilities In Germany Is always
diMcult.
244sase, In italy are too far from CONIIS and would have required omolading cargo In
exchange for fuel. Baiss in England are too far from the theater. for if there are no
slate bases in the theater, the round-trip journey could exceed the limits of even an
augwreated crew duty day if there are dIoays. ('the United States did. however, use
Mildenhall and u1pper !ieyford, and there are those who would argue that there was
nrun room at Mildk-nhall. and that FaIrford would have made an Ideal enroute base)
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Figure 13-Average Delays at Key Enroute Bases

typically delayed 8.5 hours and at Ramstein 9.0 hours.25 Delays be-
came worse as weather and air traffic control problems mounted.

Stage operations at the enroute bases were Initially unorganized.
This is attributed to the fact that MAC no ioiger runs a stage opera-
tion for peacetime, channel flights, so personnel at command posts
in Rhein-Main and Torrejon, for instance, lacked the necessary ex-
perience.

Restrictions at German Civilian Airfields Slowed Operations

Yet another base constraint was the limits on commercial flights at
several German civil fields used for the deployment of personnel
from VII Corps. German authorities restricted nighttime operations
at several civil airfields for noise abatement. For instance, NOrmberg
was a major APOE for the deployment of the VII Corps, but flights

25The avcrage delay per sortie was 4.25 hours at Rhein-Main and 4.5 hours at
Rarmteln, but typically a mission Included two sorties through enroute bases.
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were prohibited at night and restricted during twilight hours.
Furthermore, since civil fields were used, MAC had to share slot
times with normal civil traffic, which constrained the slots available
for flights to the AOR.

AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

The last general problem area is the performance of individual
aircraft: the C-5, the C-141, and CRAF. We next discuss problems or
Issues involved with each of these aircraft.

Delays Resulting from Maintenance and Supply

An examination of delays in the MAIRS database reveals that every
ODS mission 2s was delayed 10.5 hours on average. Although many
factors contributed to these delays, logis,,,.s was the single greatest
cause, accounting for 40 percent of the total time delayed (see Figure
14).27

The C-5 in particular was plagued by logistics delays. During the pe-
riod August through February, C-5 missions were delayed on average
9.0 hours per mission because of logistic problems alone, compared
with 4.3 hours for the C-141. Figures 15 and 16 show the average de-
lay per mission by month;28 they are drawn to the same scale to fa-
cilitate comparison.

26An ODS mission consisted of 4.9 sorties on average.
27Logistics delays are those coded 700 through 998 in MAIRS. These Include the cat.-
egorles of Supply, General Maintenance, Configuration/Reconfiguration, Aircraft
Servicing. Saturation, Shop Repair. Airframe, Power Plant, Systems, Communications,
and Navigation Aids. Definitions for some of the other delay categories are: 'MAC'
refers to delays directed or validated by MAC to Improve overall mission efficiency;
"Air transportation' refers to processing, loading, and unloading of passengers and
cargo; "External agencies" Includes a wide spectrum of causes ranging from enemy
action to noise abatement: *Contract carrier" is a catch-all for CRAF aircraft, Including
everything from sick crew members to aircraft mechanical problems.
28 in the MAIRS database, delay times and delay causes are entered, but the times of-
ten fall well short of the delay one calculates by computing the difference between ex-
pected and actual (arrival or departure) times. A possible explanation h that MAC
adjusted arrival times as It realized the schedule was slipping, but did not update the
database. In consultations with MAC we therefore decided that the most faithful rep.
resentation of delays would be based on a calculation that Is Indzpendent of the actual
schedule. We compared the time spent on the ground (actual departure time minus
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,* Figure 14-Total Delays by Category

* tNormal cycle times for missions (a cycle begins when a fully loaded
plne departs its APOE and ends when the plane recovers at the
original base or at a recovery base), assuming no maintenance or
other stops, should be about 60 hours. This may include six or seven
sorties. 29 With an average delay of 18.3 hours per mission, cycle
times for C-5 missions increased substantially and utilization de-
creased. The high rate of logistics delays for the C-5 warrants closer
examination.

actual arrival time) to time on ground as dictated by the planning factors and assigned
the difference to the delay category specified in the (primary) delay code field. A
problem with this method is that If MAC consciously scheduled an on-ground time
greater than the time specified in the planning factors, we calculate a delay but have
no category to assign It to. In this case, or In the case in which we do not recognize the
category code indicated, we refer to the delay as "Undefined."
29seventy.five percent of the missions had six sorties or less; 90 percent had seven
sorties or less.
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Percentage of C-5s and C-141s Available

Operation Desert Shield marked the first time that the United States
fully used the C-5 fleet. With a large portion of the fleet in the reserve
component, and with the low peacetime flying regime, the Air Force
had never exercised the entire C-5 fleet hard. With the sudden surge
in activity, a number of problems emerged with the system. As
shown in Table 7, the percentage of aircraft available30 declined
steadily from the onset of the operation. By late October, rates were
as low as 50 percent. The average delay per mission due to logistics
rose from 5.7 hours to 10.1 hours. At main ports, ramp saturation
made it difficult to move necessary support equipment to the trou-
bled planes, exacerbating the problem. But while some of the delay
may have resulted from ramp congestion, maintenance problems
appear to have been the major contributing factor.

Table 7

Percentage of Aircraft Not Available: Phase I

Daily averages

Reason August September October Average

C-5
Due to maintenance 10.7 18.4 20.6 17.1
Due to supply 8.4 8.3 9.9 9.0
Due to both 1.7 1.7 3.7 5.8

Total 20.8 28.7 34.2 31.9
C-141

Due to maintenance 8.0 10.7 11.4 10.2

Due to supply 3.7 4.1 4.0 4.0
Due to both 0.9 0.9 2.4 1.5

Total 1Z6 15.7 17.8 15.7

SOURCE MACIXPY.
NOTE: Values are for calendar months.

30Officlal mission-capable (MC) rates apply only to aircraft in CONUS, and although
MAC/LG did track the number of aircraft in the system, worldwide, that were opera-
tional, It Is a misnomer to refer to these data as mission-capable rates. Therefore we
use'percentage of aircraft available* and "percentage of aircraft not available.'
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Project AIR FORCE Is still examining the maintenance data to under-
stand why this occurred. Our best hypothesis now is simply that
many aircraft had problems that had not fully emerged In normal
operations. 31 These undiscovered problems led to the increasing
number of aircraft being declared unavailable due to maintenance
troubles. Whereas in August, an average of 11 percent of the C-5 fleet
was not available due to maintenance, by October the average was 21
percent and on some days reached 50 percent. Aircraft declared
unavailable due to supply increased slightly from 8 to 10 percent,
while those declared unavailable due to both maintenance ani
supply increased from 2 to 4 percent (probably due mostly to
maintenance). The C-141 aircraft declared unavailable due to
maintenance grew from 8 to 11 percent, those declared unavailable
due to supply remained unchanged at 4 percent, and those
unavailable due to both maintenance and supply grew from I to 2
percent. The percentage of aircraft that were unavailable increased
in October as MAC took the opportunity presented by the reduced
airlift requirements to catch up on deferred maintenance.

On a more positive note, the relatively low percentage of C- 141 s and,
to a lesser extent, the C-5s that were not available was a direct result
of the significant stockpiles of spares procured during the 1980s for
the C-141B and C-5A. These stocks helped MAC to maintain a higher
operations tempo than would have been otherwise poss'Nle.

Going into the accelerated operations for the Phase II deployments,
MAC was concerned that the C-5 availability rate would continue to
decline. As seen in Table 8, the C-5 actually maintained a fairly
steady rate of 33 percent unavailable. Although still a high rate, MAC
could find some comfort in its stability compared to Phase I. The fact
that it stabilized at about 33 percent (±5 percent) came as something
of a relief. Only in late March, after the war, did the rate begin to
climb again, and then because of MAC's decision to start deferred

31Project AIR FORCE does not yet have a detailed breakdown of the maintenance data.
However, from MAIRS we can say that 37 percent of the logistics delays were due to
systems. 21 percent to airframe, and 17 percent to power plant. Problems In these
areas added 6.8 hours on average to each mission. The breakdown for the C-141 was
similar, but with more airframe problems: 31 percent of the logistics delays were due
to systems, 25 percent to airframe, and 20 percent to power plant. However, average
delays were half those of the C-5: 3.4 hours per rmission.
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TableS8

Farcmentage of Aircraft Not Aval~able: Phase 11 and the War

Daily averages

Reason November December January February March Average

C-5
Due to maintenance 18.6 18.0 18.4 18.5 19.2 18.5
Due to supply 8.6 9.9 11.4 9.6 8.7 9.7
Due to both 7.8 3.4 2.4 4.0 4.9 4.5
Total 35.0 31.3 32.2 32.1 32.8 32.7

C- 141
Due to maintenance 13.0 9.3 7.7 10.5 13.4 10.6
Due to supply 4.1 5.0 5.2 4.4 4.8 4.7
Due to both 3.8 2.1 0.9 2.4 3.7 2.5
Total 20.9 16.4 13.8 17.3 21.9 17.8

SOURCE. MAC /XPY.
NOTE: Values are for calendar months.

maintenance. Likewise, the percentage of C-141s unavailable re-
mained stable at about 18 percent (±4 percent). This rate was only
slightly higher than Phase I's 16 percent. During the critical period
from mid-December through the end of January, MAC was able to
bring the percentage of aircraft unavailable down to an average 14

percent. However, this meant a higher rate in February and March.I ~ Although the percentages of C-5s that were un'available were high,
the real policy issue is: Did it matter? If these aircraft were not
needed, one nee'I not worry whether they were available. After the
fact, Project AIR FORCE has found it extraordinarily difficult to pin
down the "real" requirement. The linkage between requirements
and capability runs both ways: not only do capabilities change to
meet requirements, but when capability declines over time, planners
adjust their expectations and reduce requirements. Therefore, one
cannot reconstruct the definite, "real" requirement after the fact.

In an attempt to get an estimate of this problem, we compared the
number of scheduled ODS missions per day with the number of air-
craft available each day, recognizing that MAC CAT planners estab-
lished schedules before they could be certain how many aircraft

* would be in operation. Figures 17 and 18 show the results for Phase I
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and Phase II/III, respectively. These graphs dispiay the number of
ODS missions scheduled as a percentage of the available aircraft for
August through March. As can be seen, a clear excess in demand for

* C-5s over supply can be found in late August, in early September
(when the 101st Airborne was being deployed), in October (when the
percentage of C-5s that was not available was exceptionally high),
and most especially In the early weeks of the war (when MAC de-
ployed Patriots to Israel and Turkey and heavy equipment trans-
porters for the Army to Saudi Arabia). In the weeks leading up to the
war, the C-5 was close to being 100 percent committed to ODS.
Although the C-141 was heavily used at times, it was never over-
scheduled as was the C-5.32

Another way to look at this problem is to reconsider the UTE rate Is-
sue. As shown earlier in Figure 2, the UTE rate for the C-5 was par-
ticularly low. An argument we have heard is that utilization was low
because MAC simply did not use the aircraft available. The evidence
for this argument is that capable but unused aircraft were reported
available on most days of ODS. One way to address this question is
to consider the USE rate for all aircraft that were available, whether
or not they were flown. MAC defines USE rate as 'A measure of a
single aircraft's capability to generate flying hours expressed in aver-
age flying hours per aircraft per day. As opposed to the utilization
(UTE) rate, the USE rate is computed only for those aircraft (usually
mission capable) applied to a specific mission" (Air Force Pamphlet
AFP 76-2, p. 271.
Figure 19 presents these results. The USE rates for "available"3 C-5s

and C-141s were still below planned surge UTE rates in Phase I, but
they come close to the planned sustained rates in Phase II. The

32This approach actually overestimates the availability of the aircraft. Rarely would
one expect 100 percent of all aircraft to be available when and where needed. MAC
must still fly non-ODS missions. An aircraft may break down in one part of the world,
with the only available replacement too far away to be useful. Perhaps most impor-
tant, the number of aircraft scheduled depends in large part on the aircraft's reliability.
Each time that the MAC CAT directors found that the C-5 fleet was not able to generate
enough aircraft to meet the demand, they would direct the flow cell to reduce the
number of C-5 missions scheduled per day. Thus, over the course of the deployment,
the flow cell adapted from trying to schedule roughly 32 C-5 missions per day to
scheduling about 18.
33This Is admittedly a corruption of the concept of USE rates, since it Includes aircraft
not applied to the specific mission.

I -
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5, C-5 rate was fairly steady throughout, peaking at a USE rate of nine
hours in January. This lends more credence to the argument that the
C-5s that were working were used extensively, and that the low UTE
rates may be explained to a fair degree by the higher than expected
rates of unavailable aircraft.

This analysis still leaves unanswered the question of whether the
high quantity of unavailable C-5s really mattered or not. In our opin-
ion, the weight of evidence supports the proposition that the C-5 was
more than fully utilized, given all the problems with the aircraft and
with the airlift system. At times, the C-5 fleet could not fly all the
missions scheduled. This suggests that sometimes MAC did not have
enough outsize capability to meet CENTCOM's goals. However, this
proposition cannot be proven based on the data available to us.

C-141 Payload Limits

One of the more striking shortfalls in performance was the low aver-
age payload for the C-141. For a deployment with a critical leg of

.\ ,~ / . .. .
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roughly 3500 miles34-as in ODS-published planning factors indi-
cate a wartime payload of about 25.6 short tons.35 In ODS, the C-141
averaged only 19 short tons, a shortfall of 26 percent. In other words,
if the C-141 fleet could have averaged planning factor payloads, it
could have delivered 35 percent more cargo.

We considered a number of possible explanations for this phe-
nomenon:

* Environmental factors-enroute winds, temperature, pressure
altitude, and adverse weather at onload locations, enroute loca-
tions, and in the theater-reduced the payload that could be
carried.

0 Peacetime, rather than wartime, payload limits were used.

* Lighter payloads were deliberate, to retain sufficient fuel in the
event that the aircraft had to loiter or divert.

* The lower average payload merely reflected lighter-than-antici-
pated loads.

* A hard limit was imposed because of fatigue problems with the
aircraft. 6

34Some typical distances (in nautical miles):

Base Torrejon Rhein-Main

McGulre 3240 3502

Dover 3296 3534

Qharleston 3710 3877

Pope 3486 3745

The effective distances would be lower enroute to the Gulf because of prevailing tail
winds.

35This assumes wartime planning factors from Air Force Pamphlet AFP 76-2 and ar-
bit.rarily assumes half oversize and half bulk cargo.
3 6 Fnr more on this problem, see the section on the C-141 service life that opens
Chapter Four.
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We will explore each of these possibilities carefully, since they have
important implications for the future. If the problems were enivi-
ronmental, specific to the time and place, then one can draw few
lessons for future operations. If the uncertainty of the mission in-
duced crews to carry conservative fuel loads, AMC needs to reassess
its reserve fuel requirements (at the same time that it continues work
on containing delays). If the problems resulted from the nature of
the cargo, then AMC may need to reassess its planning factors and its
assessment of airlift capability. If the problems were specific to the
C- 141 airframe, then that airframe must be fixed or replaced.

Each of these explanations has problems. Environmental factors
could easily dictate lower allowable cabin loads. For instance, if
winds enroute to the theater-tail winds when flying from CONUS to
the theater-were less than normnal, the effective critical leg would be
longer, thus forcing a lighter load. However, although this might ex-
plain lower allowable loads for a limited period of a few weeks, it
seems unlikely that abnormal tail winds would prevail over a seven-
month period, covering the height of summer to the depths of win-
ter.

The hypothesis that peacetime rather than wartime limits were
used37 also fails to fit the data. Assuming it were correct, the pay-
loads would differ depending on the lengths of the routes and would
correspond to peacetime limits. A McGuire-to-Torrejon sortie, for
instance, Pt 3240 nautical miles, would correspond to a payload of 23
short tons.m Unfortunately, the data do not concur: not only are
many individual payloads above peacetime limits for their respective
routes, but at least for one base the aL'eragc payload is above
maximum peacetime payloads.

The argument that crews carried less cargo '.:d more~fuel in the
event that they might have to divert or loiter instead ý,of landing
promptly fails because planning factors are not determined based on
maximum fuel (for a given distance). Reserve fuel, for loitering, for

instance, is deducted before that calculation is made. It is true that
the aircraft did often have to loiter, sometimes for 30 and 45 minutes,

37The maximum peacetime payload for 3500 nautical miles Is 20.3 short tons, com-
pared with the wartime limit of 25.6 short tons.

38Fully 30 percent of all the sorties with payloads over 21 short tons are from McGuire.
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and it iS a•o true that at the time the load plans were made. cooidi-
tions of weather and v Ind for subueq.uent legs were urnkilow'r. but
this was no more true for (-14is than of was for any othpr type of air-
craft.

The final two explanations are more commonly cited and are in
many ways contradicto.ry. The "lighter-than antikipaed payloads"

argurint nt wouki he a sini ple explanation Many pteople have (,or-
rectly pointe'd out that almost all aircraft Wlads "cube out" an air-
lifter--fill Lip the available space--b-fore they "gross out"---reat h the
maximum -illowable cabin load. The probh-m is IhAt the platurrmg
factors were intended to capturt that effect. In reality, the inaxi
mum payload at V•4) to 35M) miles is not the 25. fh hort tons figure
cited above. bill closer to 26i to 29 short tons.

Another explanation for lighter-than-anticipated payloads is that
users did not have the time to plan their loads effe'ctively. ' li% is
plausible, but again, 1 wm I expect to see the same phenomenon
with all the aircraft typ n just the (-141

The argument t. -t a h., nit was impol.sd is seaggestted by the data,
but not conclusively. If lard limit existed and if it were constraiun-
ing, then the data -should clearly show this,-a distribution of pay-
loams should rise asymptotically to the limit. If. alternatively, one be-
lieves that the payloads were mer-ly lower on average than erper ted.
one, should see a normal shape distribution (hell turve) around the
"natural," lower average. Figure 20 illustrates these concepts. lhw
"normal* distribution assumes that the average payk)ad is ?42 short
tons distributed over a range of values above and below Mhe
"consitraned distribution assumes the mrne payloads would have
been loaded, hut that a limit 4I 20 shIxrt tons exists. I htrtlofe,. all l e
loads above that limit have to he broken down into 20-ton liads

VVhen we tested this hypothesis, the results were ambiguous Vr
certain has., such as Pope. D)over, and Campbell, a real limit was
evident. Other bases (mostly on the Welt (:Cast) just as cleaily did
not evidemne such a limit. The case of Mc;uire. which A1ccounts for
almost half the sorties. is ambigomus. Ovw-iAU the distribution of
payloads vaguely suggests a limit, but not definitely (w.e Figure 21).
Appendix It piesents diltrlbutin graphs fot the most a-live bases,
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Figure 22 shows the average payload for the 30 busiest C-141 routes
between CONUS and Europe. accounting for 90 percent of all the
missions.-" The lines represent the three different possible limits:
maximum payloads with peacetime limits, maximum payloads with
wartime limits, and a 20 short-ton limit. 1he line that best fits the
data is the 20 short-ton limit. The peacetime limit does not seem to
apply because the average payload for at least one route exceeded
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Owwe. 6 LI •etreflt of the tortal) haw averages t owV' 20 shot tn,,e llwwvq. this i
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that limit,40 although that could have been a limited experience.
More generally and more strikingly, the data points do not seem to
follow either the peacetime or wartime curves.41 Indeed, the data
seem to follow a flat siope, suggesting a hard limit across the range
up to about 3500 nautical miles. This lends support to the hypothe-
sis that a hard limit of 20 short tons existed. However, by itself, it
could also support the hypothesis that payloads just naturally aver-
aged about 20 short tons.

For comparison, we performed the same analysis for the C-5, as
shown in Figure 23. The routes shown represent the 18 busiest,

1060
00 0i I

SOURCE MAJRS

Figure 2"--verage C.S Payloads from CONUS to Europe

*The Mouto Wi PqPv in Rhein-Main. wih Mt mtihona (13 perue, of ttw ktall). fkr an
eavr..e payload of 2a I sholrt toml

4
t tpther tan uw th mulinumum pes d. one could use Porne other hamlt such at the

rqc ted bulk o now'fzsi pryload In the case of Ithe 1 Iwetlimins. thli nukes litfl
or rw difrnw,; the mrrnurmm payklod dellnes the rqnfted hulk or ownite pay•lod
ao ftw. rV s For t•e w r~int* limits. altt•ugta the curwa differ sli•dhty, neither tit
Owe data sigruficandy beuert (See. AlP 76-2, MOOut Iun~~g liwsoti
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accounting for 90 percent of all C-5 sorties flown from CONUIS to
Europe. The chart suggests a much more widely scattered distribu-
tion, certainly not as concentrated a.• with the C-141. Indeed, it does
suggests a *natural* distribution, centering around 50 to 60 short
tons.

The fact that many explanations were offered, some emphatically, by
parties closely involved in the operation, suggests that no single ex-
planation tells the complete story. But we do now know the official
answer. Concerns about fatigue of the aircraft, highlighted by dis-
turbing cracks in the inner-oo 'ter wing joint of the aircraft, resulted in
a directive, on 8 August 1990, that all C-141s carry a payload of no
more than 22.5 short tons, and C-141s from Charleston carry 20 short
tons, because of the longer distances involved. The 21st Air Force is-
sued a response to the Concept of Operations (CONOPS), on 24
November 1990, applying the 20-short-ton limit to the eiitire fleet
(alternatively, the users could apply for waivers for heavier loads).
The November adjustment was made in an attempt to simplify the
planning and loading process-this way, if planes were rerouted to a
more distant base, users would not have to tear dovn and reconfig-
ure their loads.

CRAF Performance

Average delays for CRAF narrow-body aircraft were similar to those
for the C-141. CRAF wide-body aircraft had far fewer delays, with av-
erage ground times close to, and often better than, planning factors,
as shown In Figure 24.42 Figure 25 shows the average delays Identi-
fled by cause.

In explaining the differences In performance Letween organic and
civil aircraft, two factors dominate. First, CRAF participants are obli-
gated to provide a certain capability; if aircraft break down, the car-

42FIft-sx pewont of CRAF wtd.ebody mnmlom wer PAX misons, compared with
only I I pr.tem for CRAF mrow.bndxy misaloa; Il Ia fare nler to onload and inmad
p sae ngen than car o.
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rier must provide replacement capability. Thus, the CRAF aircraft
show almost no logistics delays. Second, CRAF aircraft flew most of
their missions in channel operations. This second point warrants
further explanation.

Channel cargo is almost exclusively bulk cargo 43 and, not surpris-
ingly, the efficient bulk-carrying aircraft took most of these missions,
as seen in Table 9. The C-5 contributed the most to the movement of
channel cargo, 42 percent of the total from August through February,
while flying 26 percent of the channel missions." In Phase I, it
handled 50 percent of the total. With the start of the Phase II de-
ployments, the C-5 carried less channel and more unit cargo; CRAF
aircraft took up most of the slack. With the activation of CRAF Stage
I, CRAF carriers handled about 50 percent of the cargo. Wide-body
civil freighters dominated, carrying a third of the traffic in January
and February. By February, almost 2000 short tons of channel cargo
was being flown to the theater every day.

Because CRAF freighters are so efficient at carrying bulk cargo and
because tha carriers preferred flying the regularly scheduled opera-
tions offered by channels, MAC assigned CRAF freighters almost ex-
c!usively to this role. Table 10 shows, for each aircraft type, how
much of all the cargo that they carried was in channels. It indicates
that by December cid aircraft came to be used almost entirely in
channel traffic. Even wide-body passenger aircraft were used exten-
sively in channel missions at the end, when few major passenger
moves remained. The KC-10 was also used primarily in channel op-
erations, although it dual-use capability (tanker and airlifter) made

43Bulk cargo is cargo that can fit within the usable dimensions of a standard 463L
pallet: 104 inches long and 84 Inches wide, with cargo loaded up to 8 feet high. MAC
asslimes an average pallet load to weigh 2.3 short tons. Cargo that exceeds the dimen-
sions of a 463L pall,.t but can still fit in a C-141 (that is. it is less than IM90 inches long.
117 inches wide, and 96 inches high) is categorized as oversized. Cargo that exceeds
those dimensions but can fit on a C-S is called outsized.
"44The C-5 can carry up to 36 standard 463L pallets; the C-141 can handle 13. By
conlisst, 0.747 freighters can carry up to 46 pallets, depending on the configuration;
with Its stperior range-payload performance, It can easily carry a full load of pallets for
typical deployment distances. Thus, one B-747 could handle the same amount of bulk
cargo as three or four C-141s, at least when flying between ma)or airfields with sub-
stantial facilities.
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it an ideal choice for supporting fighter deployments in August and
September;45 once the war had begun, the KC-10 was withdrawn for
theater operations. The organic airlifters-the C-5 and C-141-
mainly supported unit moves, but still flew a significant portion of
their missions on channels. The C-5, with its large bulk capability,
would often be scheduled in channel operations. However, when a
requirement arose for unit moves of outsize cargo, such as the
Patriots to Israel in January, the C-5 was assigned those missions.
The C-141, being a somewhat less efficient bulk cargo carrier but a
good oversize cargo aircraft, was used significantly less in channel
operations. 46

The regular, predictable nature of channel operations permitted the
CRAF operators to achieve lower average ground times and to reduce
the delays experienced. Further aiding the CRAF operations was the
use of civil airfielis for enroute stops. This comhination of factors
allowed CRAF to perform well.

"Inefficiencies" Dictated by Operational Needs

In some areas where performance fell below expectations, the rea-
sons were dictated by higher-level operational requirements. One
such operation was Desert Express. To create a more responsive lo-
gistics system for high-priority items, MAC established an express
delivery service between Charleston Air Force Base and the theater.
Items arriving at Charleston by 1700 hours would be delivered to
units in the theater within 24 hours. Since flying time alone was
roughly 17 hours, the pressures on the airlift system were substantial:
loading, unloading, and enroute refueling, if ewrything else went
smoothly, could not exceed seven hours. Desert Express missions
had priority, which could delay other flights. C-141s would stand

45Some of the delays associated with KC-IOs are artificial. If the KC-lOs were em-
ployed for fighter deployments and the fighters stopped enroute, the KC-its would
stay on the ground until the fighter pilots cam out of crew rest, 12 hours later.
46 KC-135 tanker airlift support figures were not maintained by SAC and the bulk of the

support was carried out under SAC Opportune Airlift (the opportune airlift rules re-
quired higher headquarters' reporting only if non-SAC cargo /passengers were in-
volved). One exception was a B-52 pipeline, operated by 8th AFILG and consisting of
two dedicated airlift flights per week. Between 2(3 January and 15 April 1991. Mighty
Express airlifted 7WX passengers and 3WXM3 pieces of equipment, weighing a total of 200
tons.
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alert to ensure that enough aircraft were available to make the dead-
line for the cargo sent. Sometimes missions would depart with less
than full loads.

Similarly, MAC sought to reduce the length of time that cargo sat in
the channel ports, so it would at times send missions with less than
full loads if cargo had been sitting for too long. In yet another ex-
ample, during February 1991, MAC withheld some C-141s for the
medical evacuation (medevac) role in anticipation of the ground war.
Fortunately, these aircraft saw little use.47 However, on paper these
aircraft would show up as available aircraft not used. In a narrow
sense, these decisions led to "inefficiencies," but in the larger scheme
they provided critical support to the theater.' 8

Sometimes, the MAC CAT deliberately accepted less than full use of
aircraft as part of a larger operational concept. For instance, as
shown earlier,49 the average payload for narrow-body CRAF cargo
aircraft achieved 58 percent of planning factor levels, while narrow-
body CRAF passenger aircraft achieved 39 percent of their expected
loads. These shortfalls can be explained by the operational concep..
in effect. MAC generally used these aircraft primarily for smaller re-
quirements: small units or channels with little cargo or few pas'en-
gers. Often, it did not make operational sense to have these aircraft
stop elsewhere to pick up partial loads, splitting units or taking up
valuable ramp space just to move a few more pallets. Instead, MAC
determined that it was wiser to simply send the aircraft with what
they had. Therefore, although this might appear at first glance to
have been a significant inefficiency, in reality it seems to have been a
wise operational choice.

4 7 A number of B-767s in CRAF are earmarked and equipped for the medevac role.
However, at the time of ODS all these B-767s were in Stage ill, which was not acti-
vated, and the airlines did not volunteer the aircraft. This forced MAC to convert some
C-141L
"UDesert Express may also have helped to reduce the demands on the airlift system.
By providing a means of rapidly bringing critical supplies from CONUS. It reduced the
need for logisticians to anticipate requirements weeks or months ihead. It became a"pull" rather than a 'push" logistical system Since units could call for high-priority
items as needed, they dia not need to deploy a large .umnber of stocks which they mayor may not have ended up using. Some people dsagree. arguing that demand will
simply expand to whatever capability exists.

49$ee Figure 3.
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One may also remember that the average passenger loads for C-5s
and C-141s were well below planning factors: 22.7 versus 73 for the
C-5 and 11.3 versus 22 for the C-141. These statistics could be influ-
enced by the type of missions flown. For organic lifters, most pas-
senger moves occurred during unit deployments. Commanders
preferred to maintain unit integrity when possible and chose to leave
with an airplane only partially full rather than take a few more sol-
diers and split up a unit.

Unit deployments accounted for 76 percent of all the passengers
carried on C-5s and 94 percent carried on C-141s. Two factors ac-
count for this. First, most personnel deploy with their units, either
flying with their equipment (especially for Air Force and light Army
units) or in a passenger aircraft with other personnel from their unit
(mostly Marine and heavy Army units). Relatively few moved on
channel missions.5s Second, in the case of the C-141, the passenger
seats in a normal cargo configuration are found on the sidewalls.
Occupying the seats can limit the amount of cargo that can fit in the
aircraft. The C-5, in contrast, has separate seating in the upper
compartment. Therefore, in channel operations, passengers would
be moved on a C-5 or on a CRAF passenger aircraft rather than on a
C-141. For these two reasons, one would expect to see lower
average passenger loads on channel missions than on unit
deployments. Table 11 presents these averages for the C-5 and
C-141. The statistics show a slight difference. The C-5 carried
roughly 50 percent more passengers on average on unit deploy-
ments, the C-141 100 percent.5'

SUMMARY

This chapter discussed many factors that help explain why the airlift
system performed less than optimally or at less than expected levels.
Ideally, one would like to quantify these various explanations to de-

50Overall, just under tio000 people, 13 percent of all passengers, were moved In
zhannel missions through the end of February. Over a fifth of these were In the final
month of February.
""1The high averages for the C-141 in December and January may be deceptive since
some C-141s were converted to a passenger configuration in which they could carry150 passengers.
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termine which were most important. Unfortunately, we have been
unatle to do this with the data at hand. For instance, we may know
that the lack of -t stage base constrained airlift operations. However,
we cannot answer the question, "If that constraint had been lifted,
what would have constrained the system next?" Too many overlap-
ping factors conceal the true import of any one individual constraint.
We have also found that the principal constraints varied over the
course of the operation, or even day to day and hour to hour. The
best we can offer is a list of these constraints with some idea of their
impact.

These constraints may be summarized as follows:

* The lack of a.,table, reliable requirement in the first weeks of the
operation made it impossible to make efficient use of the airlift
fleet.

* Many planners and users outside MAC did not understand the
assumptions underlying planning factors and the fact that, given
a different set of assumptions, the flow could chan~ge dtamati-
cally. Therefore, they built plans and prepared loads based on
faufty expectations.

*Automated database processors and procedures often could not
reliably keep up with the frequent changes made to the require-
ments. In some cases, the problems arose with old systems using
slow, cumbersomp technology; in other cases, the systems were
too new to have be rn thoroughly debugged and to have suffi-
cient numbers of people trained to use them. In addition, a
number of deployment databases throughout the services had
not been kept up to date, containing data on items no longer in
the inventory w!;l~e not containing information on new systems.

*The need to respond to rapidly evolving operational situations in
the theater, albeit essential, meant that the airlift system per-
formed at less than its theoretical optimum.

*The lack. of a stage base at a time when aircrews were scarce
could by itself explain a 20 to 25 percent shortfall in system per-
formance.
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" The inability of many deploying units to prepare cargo within the
time assumed in planning factors meant that missions were de-
layed or postponed, reducing the utilization rate of the fleet.

" The relatively few enroute bases capable of handling the airflow
made the entire system highly sensitive to any disruptions at
those bases, such as weather, air traffic control, or ramp conges-
tion.

" The heavy reliance on Dhahran as the primary offload base in the
theater significantly reduced the throughput achievable. It also
increased the sensitivity of the entire operation to problems
there, such as limitations in the fuel system, ramp space con-
straints, and breakdown in MHE.

Old MHE proved to be unreliable and frequently caused delays
or limited throughput.

* The poorer-than-expected reliability of the C-5 significantly re-
duced its utilization level.

0 Lower-than-expected payloads for the C-141-because of fatigue
in the inner-outer wing joint of the aircraft-meant that the
number of short tons moved per day was about 26 percent less
than simple capability measures like ton-miles per day would
suggest.

Late and incomplete call-up of reserve crews meant that even if
these other constraints had been resolved, full utilization of the
fleet would not have been achieved.

Some areas of apparently poor performance in fact reflect sensi-
ble operational decisions obscured in broad measures of effi-
ciency. These include Desert Express, medevac withholds, and
the use of narrow-body CRAF aircraft for smaller movements.

We will probably never know for certain how constraining each of
these factors was on the overall airlift system. Yet the factors do an-
swer some of the questions raised earlier. First, many of these con-
straints were beyond MAC's control. These include decisions made
by the supported command (CENTCOM) on priorities or on base ac-
cess, the activation of reserves, and the competency of units to pre-
pare cargo. Second, the planners did not understand the assump-
tions underlying the planning factors, including ample time to
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schedule, full availability of crews, and adequate basing, each of
which fell short. Third, some of the planning factors were overly op-
timistic. Finally, problems with MHE, JOPES, and the C-141 had al-
ready been identified and were being addressed. No single explana-
tion suffices to account for the various shortfalls experienced.

Chapter Four examines some of the issues that will be addressed in
the near future. The final chapter offers some concluding recom-
mendations.



Chapter Four

TIlE FUTURE

During our study, we were frequently asked about the implications of
ODS for the future of strategic airlift. This chapter addresses some of
the most important questions raised: me future of the C-141 and the
C-17, the effect of base closures, and MHE modernization.'

C-141 LUFE

A question that arose frequently during the crisis was, "What effect
did Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm have on the service
life of the C-1417" The fear had been that the increased flying rate-
about three times higher than normal-would greatly accelerate the
required retirement of the C-141 fleet. Reports of wing cracks, cracks
around windshields, and cracks in the inner-outer wing joints
heightened these concerns. To understand these issues, it helps to
review briefly the backgroind on C-141 service life.

When the AMrlift Master Plan was published in 1983, MAC had been
planning to keep 150 C-141s, without major upgrades, until 2010,
and then retire the 150 by 2016. However, with the changing strate-
gic mission in the 1980s, the C-141 began to be flown in more high-
stress, low-level missions and aerial refueling training missions. The
result was more fatigue hours per flight hour (up to 1.6 from about
1.1), wing cracks and corrosion, and cracks in the inner-outer wing

tAnother major issue is the fu:ure of the CRAF program. Questions have arisen over
the future viability of CRAF and the proper direction for the program to take. These
questions are being addressed in other RAND studies.

77
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joint area in over 100 aircraft. Before the start of Desert Shield, the
Air Force had scheduled a program for FY91-FY94 to replace the
center wing box; this would allow the C-141 to reach the projected
service life of 45,000 fatigue hours.2 MAC has also instituted a three-
year depot repair/rework program to fix the wing cracks. In ihe in-
terim, fleetwide operational restrictions, imposed during ODS, re-
main in effect.

Flying during ODS cost the C-141 about one year of its life, as can be
seen in Figure 26.3 The curves show the total aircraft inventory that
can be retained, given the number of hours left on the fleet.4 At first
glance, thi" r-sult might seem surprisingly low, given that the aircraft
accrued V..ee tities more flying hours for the one-year period
(August 1 1,90 to July 1991) than normal. The reason for this relatively
small effect was that MAC suspended the more stressful flight
profiles--airdrop, low-level flying, and aerial refueling-typical in
peacetime training. This normal peacetime flying leads to a fatigue
severity factor of 1.6 (fatigue hours for each flight hour). In ODS, the
rate was virtually one flying hour to one fatigue-life hour.

Does this one year make much difference? Figure 27 shows the
planned force structure for the C-141 in terms of Primary
Authorized Aircraft. To convert the TAI figure to PAA, we assumed
that 88 percent of the total fleet is assigned to units (PAA).5 The
figure reflects a retirement schedule that was adjusted after the

2The aircraft was designed for 30,000 fatigue hours, but in 1977 MAC concluded that
this number could be Increased to 45,000 if airframe use remained about the same and
if structural modifications, Inspections, and repairs were performed as necessary. The
new center wing box is one of the conditional requirements for the C- 141 service life to
be extended to 45,000 hours, as Is the inner-outer wing joint rework program. One
hundred forty-seven TAI (total aircraft in Inventory) [or 128 PAA (Primary Authorized
Aircraft) I C-14Is will go through the full upgrade.
3Military Airlift Command, "Point Paper. C-141 Service Life,' 14 February 1991, Capt
Ed Del Real, MACILEMWB.
4The figure assumes that as the C-17 enters the force, the C-141 gradually lowers the
number of annual flying hours (from 960 hours per year per aircraft in FY92-FY94 to
826 hours per year thereafter) as well as the severity of flying (the expected severity
factor is 1.4 fatigue hours per flying hour).
Sin 1990, 110 of 127 C-5s (87 percent) and 234 of 262 C-141s (89 percent) were PAA.
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war, and which continues to be adjusted, for FY02 and beyond.6

Accelerating the retirement of the C-141, or, alternatively, reducing
the number and severity of flying hours, reduces total force
capability. If the C-17 is delayed in entering service, this problem
will be exacerbated.

C-17

Another frequently asked question is, "Would the C-17 have made
much of a difference in ODS?" Assuming that the C-17 meets its
specifications7 and that there are no crew constraints, it could pro-
vide significantly greater capability in a future ODS-like operation.
First, the C-17 will replace the aging C-141, avoiding (it is hoped) the
sort of operational limitations that have begun to plague th'ý older
aircraft. Second, the C-17 contract calls for substantially higher
maintainability, which should mean fewer logistics delays and a
higher percentage of aircraft available. Third, with its advanced
thrust reversers, the C-17 will be able to make better use of con-
strained space on airfields and to decrease ground times; this will
permit greater throughput when airbase access is limited. Finally,
the C-17 would offer considerably more outsize capability.

To illustrate the potential contribution of the C-17, we estimated
what the planned force for 2005 could have delivered under airbase
constraints similar to ODS in August 1990 and under unconstrained

61t appears that, even with the revised schedule, there are years In which the planned
force (MCurrent Plan IPAAI" slightly exceeds the projected capability (aircraft inven-
tory"Wlth ODS0 PAAP'). The data in Figure 26 were based on assumptions in February
1991 to project Desert Storm utilIzation/severity rates through September 1991; In
fact, utilization rates decreased sooner and severity factors increased marginally. The
net effect may be slightly different.
7The key specifications assumed here are a range-payload performance that permits
payloads at least twice those of the C-141 in ODS (40 short tons), a higher UTE rate
(15.2 hours per day). Improved maintainability (permitting at least an 85 percent
availability rate), and the ability to back up with a full load using engines alone. The
C-17 performance specifications (from the C-17 System Operational Requirements
Document (SOR•D) has a similar payload; utilization (UTE) rates of 13.9 (sustained)
and 15.65 (surge); mission capable rates of 92 percent (for a mature squadron with
100,000 cumulative fleet flying hotirs); and the ability to back up.
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conditions.8 See Figure 28. To make these estimates, we used the
Airlift Cycle Assessment System (ACAS), a spreadsheet model
developed at MAC for simple airlift calculations. The 2005 fleet
consists of 102 PAA C-17s (102 PAA is equivalent to 120 TAI, the
planned C-17 buy), 110 C-5s, 64 C-141s, and CRAF Stage II as it
existed at the time of ODS. For the sake of comparison, we have also
included a case with an additional buy of 120 C-5Bs instead of 120
C-17s, and a case using CRAF Stage III to replace the C-141 fleet.9

The constrained case corles closest to the real situation of August
1990; the estimated capability is less than 3 percent higher than the
actual average for the first 30 days. As can be seen, the C-17 would
pro-wide significantly greater capability in an ODS-like scenario, 30
percent more than the 1990 fleet. In the unconstrained case, the
C-17 still provides more capability, although the use of CRAF Stage
Ill would equal it in simple terms of short tons deliverable; however,
the CRAF option would supply far less oversize and outsize
capability. The C-5 option perfo -ins badly because, using ODS
experience, its availability rate is quite low'0 and the average payload
is only 60*short tons. This analysis suggests that, if the C-17 lives up
to its promise, it could offer substantially greater capability under a
wide range of conditions.

LOSS OF ENROUTE BASES

The airlift to the Gulf relied heavily on the facilities provided by
Torrejon, Rheir-Main, and Zaragoza. These three bases supported

8The constrained case assumes a maximum-on-ground (MOG) constraint of 10 C-Ss
or 16 C-141s, roughly equivalent to having ac'-ess to Dhahran and Jubail. The uncon-
strained case assumes unlimited MOG. No crew constraints are used. Average pay-
loads and mission-capable rates from ODS and a 10-percent withhold are applied.
C-17 performance assumes a MOG of 26 for the constained case (based on parking
rather than refueling space constraints), a UTE rate of 15.2. a mission-capable rate of
85 percent, and an average payload of 40 short tons.
9These calculations do not include cost estimates; they are merely a comparison of
roughly similar capabilities or numbers of aircraft, using broad planning factors.
1(The C-5 option arbitrarily assumes that new C-5s would be slightly better, achieving
a 80 percent mission-capable rate. However, the fleetwide average would still be only
75 percent.
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Figure 28-What the C-17 Could Have Provided

61 percent of the entire airlift flow. Zaragoza is no longer available to
AMC. Access to Torrejon after FY94 is questionable, and Head-
quarters USAFE is facing increased pressure to either close or reduce
operations at Rhein-Main." Replacement bases need to be big
enough to support large airlifters, and large volumes of traffic, they
should have the necessary infrastructure, and they should be
properly situated. This is a difficult set of requirements to meet.
AMC has placed a high priority on keeping Rhein-Main open and in
seeking an agreement with Spanish authorities about use of Torrejon
in a crisis.

MATERIAL-HANDUNG EQUIPMENT

As described in the previous chapter, aging MHE was a recurring
problem. MAC had known of this problem, and had funded a pro-
gram to replace the existing MHE-25K and 40K !oaders and wide-

I ISImilariy, Clark Air Force Base In the Philippines, which would have been the pri-
mary strategic airlift base for contingencies In the Asia-Pacilic region, has been closed.
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body loaders-with a single modern system: the 60K loader. The
60K loader can handle more than two times the carho as the 25K
loader and one and one-half times as much cargo as the 40K loader
and can be elevated for use with wide-body civil aircraft. It should be
more maintainable than the existing loaders. Finally, it should be
significantly more deployable. The old loaders required six hours to
assemble and four hours to disassemble; the 60K loader will require
only one hour foi each operation, thus increasing its availability. The
only question remaining is whether enough 60K loaders will be pro-
cured to support operations, especially if the C-17 manages to in-
crease operational tempos with its higher utilization rate and larger
payload.

BETLTER PREPARED IN THE FUTURE?

Finally, one is left with an intangible but real side effect of the suc-
cessful Gulf airlift. We have learned invaluable lessons in a host of
areas. In any fuiure contingency, we should be better prepared to
plan and execute an airlift operation of this scale. The Air Mobility
Command now ha's personnel thoroughly experienced in the reality
of large-scale operations. They will carrj these experiences with
them, and undoubtedly will institute reforms and institutionalize
successes learned from the Gulf airlift. But that is dependent upon
ensuring that these skills and lessons are not lost.



Chapter Five

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter uses the implications of the Operation Desert Shield
and Desert Storm experience to make some specific observations
and recommendations. Airlift is a system, and all components of the
system need to be considered if the whole is to be improved. As be-
fore, we have categorized these components under the headings of
planning, bases, aircrews, and the aircraft fleet.

PLANNING

Transporters Should Be More Involved in Close-Hold
Planning

Many of the problems cited in the early days of the deployment
could have been avoided or alleviated if transporters had been more
thoroughly involved in the close-hold planning' prior to C-Day, the
day on which movement began. Obviously, leaders must limit access
to highly sensitive planning. However, because the options being
considered centered largely on deployment of forces, it would have
been preferable to have knowledgeable transporters-airlift, sealift,
and grounJ transportation planners or operators--to provide the
basis for making feasible transportation plans. In turn, transporters
on the joint staffs, particularly those privy to the close-hold commit-
tees, need to ensure that they can contribute to the planning process
by offering responsive, analytic capabilities. Finally, Headquarters

tSee Chapter Two, Pre-Crisis Preparations.
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TRANSCOM and Headquarters AMC personnel should be brought in
as early as possible to validate the transporters' assumptions and
planning factors.

Planning Factors Must Be More Realistic and
Better Explained

The deployment community should reassess the planning factors
used. Deployment community assumptions about time lines for cri-
sis planning seem unrealistic. Rather than an orderly progression of
establishing requirements, making transportation-feasible plans,
and executing those plans, we may more realistically expect crises
like ODS, where events happen simultaneously.

Realizable numbers rather than overly optimistic numbers should
constitute the data in the planning factors. Even before directives
during ODS to lighten the loads, for example, average C-141 payloads
were lighter than what planning factors called for.2 A number of
hypotheses were given in our investigation of the reason why the
loads were lighter than anticipated, and the official explanation does
not nullify these theories (many of which were heard repeatedly).
Planning factors, while indicating how much weight an aircraft can
carry, for instance, may not realistically reflect other constraints,
such as environmental considerations' or lighter-than-anticipated
loads.

Payload estimates for the C-141 need to be reconsidered, given the
recent restrictions. Planning factors should be constantly reap-
praised and updated, so that reasonable predictions of throughput
can be made. Mission-capable rates and utilization rates also war-
rant a relook.

Documents setting forth planning factors and guidelines should state
explicitly the assumptions that underlie them and how changes in
the assumptions might affect the result. One cannot publish all pos-

21n the Bright Star exercise in 1987, the average C-141 payload was 19.1 short tons. in
the same exerclse in 1989. the payload was 16.8 short tons (the aircraft flew a longer
distance, travelling down the Red Sea). In other exercises (Team Spirit in 1987 and
1989, and Reforger In 1387) the C-141's payloads were again significantly less than
planning factors might suggest.
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sible variations, but mentioning the problem could help users and
planners understand the problems that could arise and perhaps s,;ek
guidance.

Reconsider Planning Around Optimality

The disconnect between the near-perfect world assumed in del,ber-
ate scheduling and the experience of ODS might be narrowed it AMC
were to give typical performance factors in its planning factors, while
including theoretic maximums and noting that they are feasible.
This would motivate the planners and users to attend to all elements
of the system.

Reassess Channels of Conm-nunication

The Requirements Augmentees were effective in establishing airlift
requirements and in passing information to users when automated
systems failed. Normally, communication does not flow directly be-
tween transporter and user, and staff at TRANSCOM were unsettled
by the deviation. However, this line of communication was succe.ws-
ful, even critical, and direct communication should be authorized by
being institutionalized.

Planning Tools Must Be More Flexible

Probably the biggest impediment to the optimal operation of the
mobility system during the Operation Desert Shield deployment was
the inability of planners to respond rapidly to the initial deployment
order, and then later to the numerous changes in priorities and
schedules that followed and persisted. AMC needs a rapid planning
capability from the start, when courses of action are selected by the
dose-hold planning group, and subsequently, in response to a fluid
situation. There need to be data systems and tools that support this
philosophy. There also need to be good interfaces between the joint
data systems, like JOPES, and the airlift planning and employment
data systems.

RAND is exploring these issues in other work. One concept under
discussion is an "Airlift Flow Package" consisting of a modular, pre-
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planned flow of aircraft to transport a specific unit, under a specific
set of assumptions. Although there are disadvantages to prepack-
aged loads, 3 there are also disadvantages in inivesting effort in plan-
ning schemes !hat are heavily reliant on specific scenarios. With the
flow modules or similar, morc flexible tools, AMC could reassemble a
database relatively quickly when the inevitable changes began.

Establish Redeployment Offices

For large-scale deployments, scrious planning for the eventual rede-
ployment of forces must be accomplished early. As described above,
planning for a redeployment is not the same as planning for the
okiginal deiloyment. We recommend that as part of standard proce-
dures for major deployments the supported command establish an
office with specific responsibility for coordinating redeployment
activities to permit the orderly and timely removal of forces from a
theater. That office would establish priorities and procedures, and
would communicate them to commanders and units before the end
of hostilities. It would also coordinate incoming sustainment mis-
sions and outgoing redeployments. Orderly redeployment proce-
dures would be espec.ally Important if the United States shouid ever
face two contingencies in sequence, requiring it to redeploy forces
from one theater to another. As the United States reduces its force
structure, at least some forces for a second contingency will almost
certainly need to come from forces used in the first.

BASES

Need Single Transportation Point of Contact at Each Base

The problems encountered at many onload bases could have been
lessened if everyone knew to whom to talk. The Requirements
Augmentees in the MAC CAT often had to call a dozen or more peo.

3Opponents to prepackaged moves claim that In the theater other pressures like host
nation support, ramp space, and number of available sirfIcids determine what is re-
quired, and the available prepackaged ontions may not satisfy the conditions. The re-
sult Is Improperly positioned equipment.
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pie at a base before they could find the person who-maybe-knew
about mobility operations. The problem was magnified when more
than one unit was stationed at that base. It would be advisable to es-
tablish a single point of contact at every base-a person or office-
that would be the clearinghouse and coordinator for transportation.

Need MHE Modernization and War Reserve Stock Kits

(WRSK)

AMC has recognized the need to procure the new 60K loaders and to
develop WRSK for its MHE. The Air Force and the joint community
should ensure that these programs remain a high priority. For rela-
tively small budgets they will provide important capability to all the
services.

Aerial Refueling of Airlifters Could Offer More Utility

Aerial refueling could have been used more extensively, allowing
more planes to cycle through a base in a given amount of time and
reducing the MOG. The airlift system needs to be able to identify
which aircraft have air-refueling-qualified crews on board-a capa-
bility that would require software modifications. Better communica-
tion channels need to be established. Tanker schedules need to be
able to withstand some amount of receiver delay, since airlifters can
be delayed by many factors outside of AMC's control. RAND is ex-
ploring, in other work, what constitues a permissible "window" for
%irlifter arrival times, in terms of tanker scheduling and competing
demands on the tanker force. One option is to dedicate a portion of
the tanker fleet to airlift support.

Training Is Necessary for High-Volume Stage Operations

MAC used to run a stage operation in Europe for crews on peacetime
channel missions. The fact that it had stopped was evident by the
lack of experience and subsequent disarray in the high-volume stage
operations during Operation Desert Shield. AMC needs to provide
manuals and training to command-post personnel.
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Assure Access to Torrejon and Rhein-Main

The Gulf War airlift proved the importance of large, capable enroute
bases to support massive airlifts. Three critical bases have closed or
are under increased pressure to close. Rhein-Main was critical in
terms of tonnage moved, although it is possible that MAC could have
moved it elsewhere. What happenb to Rhein-Main could influence
how Ramstein is used in the future. Future planning should extend
to basing in England but, depending %~here the APOD is, it is possible
that crew rest problems will occur.

Enroute bases are not simply an airlift problem. The entire military
depends on the capability these bases provide. The absence of reli-
able access to good facilities could adversely affect combat opera-
tions. The U.S. government needs to make appropriate agreements
with its allies to ensure the maintenance of key bases and quick ac-
cess in a crisis. However, we should also bear in mind that access to
a base is not as good as control of a base, and reduced throughput is
likely if the United States does not have control.

AIRCREW AVAILABIUTIY

Crew Management Needs More Attention

Crew management was a real problem, with individual members of
crews running out of flying hours mid-mission and pervasive mis-
matches between qualifications needed and qualifications available.
Some of this was out of MAC's control, but some changes are possi-
ble.

Automated data processors need to be able to track data on individ-
ual crew members. The system should know what people are at
which base, or in which aircraft; how many flying hours they have
accumulated and have remaining-, and whether they have special
qualifications such as airdrop or aerial refueling.

AMC Needs a Stage Base in the Theater

A stage base in the theater would have reduced the pace at which
crews burned up their monthly flying-hour limits. AMC needs to ed-
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ucate senior leadership on the criticality of this being provided in fu-
ture operations.

Reductions in Airlift Crew Ratios Are P1J-Advised

Given the severe crew shortages that developed early in ODS, it ap-
pears unwise to reduce crew ratios below existing levels. Reducing
aircrews will mean reducing airlift capability. Lowering crew ratios
will mean having too few crews available to fly the airplanes at the
UTE rates. 4 It seems unsound to buy a major new airlifter while re-
ducing the capability of the fleet. Similarly, the Air Force should be
reluctant to move any additional crews or strategic airlift capability
into the reserve component unless it can be assured rapid access to
those crews. In any major deployment, the full airlift capability
would be needed in the early days of operations. Moving crews to
the reserves has the potential to reduce our ability to deploy combat
forces rapidly.

COAMC Should Have Limited Call-Up Authority

One of the first significant constraints on airlift operations was the
shortage of aircrews. This problem will be compounded with the
political decision to put more assets in the reserves. We recommend
that the Defense Department explore the idea of granting COAMC
limited call-up authority in times of transportation emergencies.
Currently, COAMC has the authority to activate CRAF Stage I by
declaring such an emergency, but he cannot gain access to his own
reserve aircrews. Ali too often U.S. planning scenarios assume that
there will be sufficient time to call up reserves before committing to

4 RAND considered representative Major Regional Contingencies (MRCs) to the east
and west; for basic crews (two pilots) versus augmented crews (three pilots); and with
normal, 30-day, crew duty limits (125 hours) versus extended, 30-day limits (150
hours).
Today the crew ratio is 3.2 for the C-141 and 3.0 for the C-5. Lower crew ratios are vi-
able for ODS-like utilization rates. However, it appears not to be possible, today, to
achieve planned surge or sustained utilization rates if augmented crews are being
used. For basic crews to maintain surge condition UTE rates, the 30-day crew duty
limit would need to be extended. We conclude that there is no room for crew ratio re-
ductlons.
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deploy forces. In our opinion, the experience of Desert Shield is
morf. likely the model of the future rather than the exception.
Current initiatives such as the Ready Mobility Force (RMF) recognize
that something below presidential call-up Is needed, and put it at the
Secretary of Defense level.5

THE AIRLIFT FLEET

C-141 Replacement Is Essential

The C-141 is nearing the end of its service life. If the United States
wishes to maintain the capability to conduct an ODS-size deploy-
ment in the future without crippling the civil sector, It needs to mod-
ernize its fleet. If the C-17 program continues on course, the issue
can probably be put to rest. If, however, It does not continue, some
other solution needs to be found.

More Outsize Capability Is Needed

Overall in ODS, only a small percentage of all cargo--l percent-
was outsize cargo. Given that a third of the U.S. organic fleet is out-
size capable (the C-5s), one might conclude that additional outsize
capability is unnecessary. The experience of ODS suggests other-
wise. First, the C-5 has been plagued with disappointing reliability,
on average, only 68 percent were available at any given time; some-
times as few as 50 percent were available. With a cycle time from
CONUS to the Gulf of about three days, and with only 68 percent of
the fleet available, there would be only 25 C-5s a day to pick up new
loads. It takes about 25 C-5s to move one Patriot battery. Second,
although the overall percentage of outsize cargo was low, at certain
critical times the demand for outsize cargo grew very intense. The
deployment of Patriots to Israel and Turkey and HETs to Saudi
Arabia In late January-early February was just such a period. For
those critical weeks, the demand for C-5s exceeded the fleet's capa-
bility. Third, the C-5 requires a great deal of ramp space and runway
length to operate, and It can take a long time to load and unload

5The Ready Mobility Force Initiative is being looked at by both active duty and reserve
component staffs. It may be forwarded to Congress In the early spring.
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given its large capacity. Even the largest airfields can become quickly
saturated with C-5s. It was fortunate in ODS that we had access to
large airfields. In the future, we might be forced to use smaller fields
where operations would be far more disrupted by the arrival of one
or two C-5s. The C-17, if it meets its expectations, could provide that
capability.

Viability of CRAF Should Be Ensured

ODS proved the value c" CRAF. At a critical moment, it augmented
the organic military fleet with much-needed wide-body passenger
aircraft and efficient bulk carriers. The uze of the passenger aircraft
permitted the rapid deployment of a large number of personnel,
such as the Marine Expeditionary Brigades and the 24th Mechanized
Division, in a matter of days. Although organic airlift could have
performed the mission, it would have meant that other, critical de-
ployments would have been postponed. CRAF aircraft in channel
missions also freed up many organic airlifters to move the more diffi-
cult oversize and outsize equipment. The problems and potential of
CRAF are explored more fully elsewhere. From a perspective of op-
e-ational efficiency, CRAF clearly contributes a vital, complementary
capability that the United States needs to ensure will continue.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATION

Airlift provides an essential capability, allowing the United States to
respond quickly and decisively to crises around the world. In ODS, it
permitted the rapid and massive deployment of combat forces that
deterred Saddam Hussein from further aggression. This capability is
unique in the world, providing the flexibility necessary to operate
effectively, even without a significant forward presence.

ODS also proved that airlift is a system. To maintain this critical ca-
pability, we must keep all the components of that system in balance
and in good health.



AppendixA

STATISTICAL SUMMARIES

In the course of our study, we were frequently asked to provide
statistics on various aspects of the strategic airlift in Operation Desert
Shield. Because of the interest in the data, we include some of the
more useful statistics here. Many of these tables repeat information
in the main text but are included here for completeness. Entirely
new to this appendix is a summary by user-Army, Air Force,
Navy/Marine Corps, CENTCOM, Channel, and MAC.

ODS Airlift Statistics by Aircraft Type

Table A.1
Overall Missions by Aircraft Type

A2,craftT"pe Aug90 Sep90 Oct90 Nov90 Dec90 Jan91 Feb 91 Total

C-5 397 510 437 416 570 680 552 3.562
C-141 967 998 682 710 .399 1X" 1,457 7,052
Narrowbody: Cargo 60 86 45 91 154 289 346 1.071
Narrowbodry PAX 3 9 a 9 11 40 47 127
Wide body: Cars 21 93 51 71 112 200 279 827
Wlde body: PAX 88 121 145 44 281 246 109 1.034
KC-10 17 88 55 50 115 48 0 373

Total 1.553 1.905 1,423 1,391 2.642 3.142 2.790 14.846

Table A.2

Average Daily Missions byAircraft Type

Overall
AlmraftType Aug90 Sep90 Oct9o Nov90 Dec90 Jan91 Feb92 Average

C-S 13 17 is 14 19 23 28 27
C-141 32 33 23 24 47 55 49 37

Narrowbod: Cargo 2 3 2 3 5 10 12 5
Narrow body: PAX 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1
Wide bodr. Cargo 1 3 2 2 4 7 9 4
Wide body. PAX 3 4 5 1 9 8 4 5
KC-10 1 3 2 2 4 2 0 2

Total 52 64 47 46 88 105 93 71

95
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TableA.3

Cargo: Average Short Tons byAlrcraft Type
OverallAircraftType Aug 90 Sep 90 Oct90 Nov 90 Dec 90 Jan 91 Feb 91 Average

C-5 58.3 63.5 59.8 63.1 60.2 62.6 60.8 61.3
C-141 19.1 19.3 17.7 18.2 18.7 19.2 19.7 19.0
Narrowbody: Cargo 29.4 27.1 27.9 22.2 20.8 22.3 23,8 23.6
Narrowbody:. PAX 19.7 20.1 12.0 15.0 14.1 11.2 9.3 11.9
Wide body: Cargo 69.7 756 77.4 82.1 718 72.8 71.1 73.4
Wide body: PAX 514 48.6 37.4 43.2 52.0 47.9 48.5 47.8
KC-10 32.1 39.2 33.6 33.2 29.9 28.0 0.0 32.9

Table A.4

Cargo: Total Short Tons by Aircraft Type

AircraftType Aug90 Sep90 Oct90 Nov90 Dec90 Jan91 Feb91 Total

C-s 23,145 32.385 26.133 26.250 34,314 42568 33.562 218,356
C-141 18.470 19.261 12.071 12,922 26,161 31.469 28.703 149,058
Narrow body: Cargo 1.764 2.331 1,256 2,020 3.203 6.445 8.235 23.253
Narrowbody: PAX 59 181 96 135 155 448 437 1.511
Wide body: Cargo 1,464 7,031 3.947 5.829 8,042 14,560 19,837 60.710
Wide body: PAX 4=523 5,881 5.423 1.901 14,612 11,783 5.287 49.410
KC-10 546 3.450 1,848 1.660 3,439 1.344 0 12,286
Total 49.971 70,519 50,774 50.717 89.926 108.617 96.060 516,582

Table A.5
Cargo: Distribution of Effort byAlrcraft Type (Percent)

Overall
AircraftType Aug 90 Sep 90 Oct 90 Nov 90 Dec 90 Jan 91 Feb 91 Average

C-5 46 46 51 52 38 39 35 42
C- 141 37 27 24 25 29 29 30 29

Narrowbody: Cargo 4 3 2 4 4 6 9 5
Narrowbody: PAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wide body: Cargo 3 10 8 II 9 13 21 12
Wlde body. PAX 9 8 I1 4 16 11 6 10KC-1O 1 5 4 3 4 1 0 2

Table A.6

Cargo: Daily Short Tons by Aircraft Type

Overall
Aircraft Type Aug90 Sep90 Oct9o Nov90 Dec90 Jan91 Feb91 Average
C-S 772 1.080 871 875 1,144 1,419 1,119 1,040
C-'.41 616 642 402 431 872 1.049 957 70
Narrow bodr. Cargo 59 78 42 67 107 215 274 120
Narrowbody PAX 2 6 3 5 5 15 15 7
Wide body: Cargo 49 234 132 194 268 485 661 289
Wide body:. PAX 151 196 181 63 487 393 176 235
KC.10 18 115 62 55 115 45 0 59

Total 1,666 2.351 1.692 1.691 2,998 3.621 3.202 2.460
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Table A.7

PAX: Average by Aircraft Type
Overall

Aircraft Type Aug 90 Sep 90 Oct 90 Nov 90 Dec 90 )an 91 Feb 91 Average
C-5 50.9 262 13.6 12.1 22.4 24.0 13.1 22.7
C-141 19.2 8.2 4.9 6.8 13.7 17.5 4.0 11.3
Narrowbody. Cargo 0.1 0.0 O.U 0.2 0.6 1.5 0.6 0.7
Narrowbody: PAX 138.3 127.0 44.1 69.3 662 66.8 57.7 68.1
WIde body. Cargo 1.3 04 0.0 00 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
Waie body: PAX 3556 309.4 277.8 273.8 276.9 276.3 253,9 2848
KC-10 6.0 13 1.7 2,7 4.6 2.6 0.0 2.9

Table A.8

PAX- Total by Aircraft Type

Aircraft Type Aug90 Sep90 Oct90 Nov90 Dec 9 Jan91 Feb91 Total

C-5 20,207 13,362 5,943 5,034 12.768 16,320 7,231 80.865
C-141 IE,566 8,184 3,342 4.828 19,166 28.683 5,828 88.597
Narrow body. Cargo 6 0 0 18 92 434 208 758
Narrow body: PAX 415 1,143 353 624 728 2.672 2.712 8,647
Wide body. Cargo 27 37 0 0 0 20 28 112
Wide body. PAX 31.293 37,437 40,281 12.047 77,809 67,970 27,675 294.512
KC-10 102 114 94 135 529 125 0 1,099

Total 70,617 60.278 50.012 22.686 111.093 116,223 43,682 474,589

Table A.9

PAX- Distribution of Effort byAlmrcraft Type (Percent)

Overall
AircraftType Aug 90 Sep 90 Oct90 Nov 90 Dec 90 Jan 91 Feb 91 Average

C-5 29 22 12 22 II 14 17 17
C-141 26 14 7 21 17 25 13 19
Narrowbody. Cargo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Narrowbody. PAX 1 2 1 3 1 2 6 2
Wide body: Cargo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wide. body: PAX 44 62 81 53 71) 58 63 62
KC-10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

TableA.1O

PAX- Deily by Aircraft Type

Overall
Aircraft Type Aug 90 Sep 90 Oct:0 Nov90 Dec 90 Ian 91 Feb 91 Average

C-5 674 445 196 168 426 544 241 385
C-141 619 273 111 161 639 956 194 422
Narrowbody. Cargo 0 0 0 1 3 14 7 4
Narrowbody: PAX 14 38 12 21 24 89 90 41
Wide body: Cargo 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
WIdebodyr PAX 1.043 1,248 1,343 402 2,594 2.266 923 1.402
KC-10 3 4 3 5 18 4 0 5
Total 2,354 2,009 1,667 756 3.703 3,874 1,456 2.260
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ODS Airlift Statistics by User

TableA.1 1

Missions by User

User Aug 90 Sep 90 Oct90 Noyv90 Dec 90 )an 91 Feb 91 Total

Anny 677 632 416 241 747 838 506 4057
USF382 60 35 140 321 530 5"4 21962

Navy/MC 374 221 as 79 332 383 216 1,695
CENTCOM 29 90 7 13 25 171 57 392
Channel a 265 552 885 1 .098 1.122 1 .361 51291
MAC 83 27 5 33 119 96 86 449

Total 1,553 1.905 1,423 1.391 2,642 3,142 2,790 14.846

W000 L CENTCOM Army

2500

20

Aug 90 Sep 90 Oct 90 Nov 90 Dec 90 Jan 91 Feb 91

Figure A.l-Average Short Tons per Day by User
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TableA.12

Cargo: Total Short Tons by User
User Aug90 Sep90 Oct90 Nov90 Dec90 Jan91 Feb91 Total

Army 23,153 23.258 14,144 8.580 28.162 28,995 18.418 144.710
USAF 11.995 19.028 11,751 3,962 8,410 13.939 14,833 83.918
NavyIMC 11,818 11.161 2.666 1,975 11.388 13.475 6.739 59.222
CENTCOM 699 S.141 158 283 808 8.892 2.035 16.015
Channel 251 13.330 21.914 35,046 38.430 42.075 52.671 203.717
MAC 1,967 559 137 901 2.820 1,229 1.402 9.014

Total 49,804 70,476 50.769 50.747 90,018 108.605 96,o09 5"6,5s9

TableA.13

Cargo: Average Short Tons by User

Overall
User Aug90 Sep90 Oct90 Nov90 Dec90 Jan91 Feb91 Average

Armny 34.2 368 34.0 35.6 37.7 34.6 36.4 35.7
USAF 31.4 28.4 33.1 28.3 26.2 26.3 26.3 28.3
Navy/MC 31.6 50.5 30.3 25.0 34.3 35.0 31.2 34.9
CENTCOM 24.1 34.9 22.5 21.8 32.3 52.0 35.7 40.9
Channel 31.4 50.3 39.7 39.6 35.0 37.5 38.7 38.5
MAC 23.7 20.7 27.3 27.3 23.7 12.8 16.3 201

Total 321 37.0 35.7 36.5 34.1 34.6 34.4 34.8

TableA.14

Cargo: DailyAverage Short Tons by User

Overall
User Aug90 Sep 90 Oct90 Nov 90 Dec90 Jan 91 Feb 91 Average

Army 772 775 471 286 939 966 614 689.1
USAF 400 634 392 132 280 465 494 399.6
Navy/MC 394 372 89 66 380 449 225 282.0
CENTCOM 23 105 5 9 27 296 68 76.3
Channel 8 444 730 1168 1281 1403 1756 970.1
MAC 66 19 5 30 94 41 47 42.9

Total 1,663 2.349 1.692 1.692 3.001 3.620 3.203 2.460,0

TableA.15

Cargo: Allocation of Effort by User (Percent)

Overall
User Aug90 Sep90 Oct9o Nov90 Dec90 Jan91 Feb91 Average

Army 46 33 28 17 31 27 19 28
USAF 24 27 23 8 9 13 IS 16
Navy/MC 24 16 5 4 13 12 7 II
CENTCOM 1 4 0 I I 8 2 3
Channel 1 19 43 69 43 39 55 39
MAC 4 1 0 2 3 I I 2
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Figure A.2-Average Daily Passengers by User

TableA.16

PAX- Total by User

User Ausg90 Sep 90 Oct 90 Nov 90 Dec 90 )on 91 Feb 91 Total

Army 32.767 38,805 43,971 14.725 72.683 63,688 17,558 284.-197
USAF 12.835 6.365 1.420 1.44 3,563 9,487 1,297 36.312
NavyIMC 19,523 10.498 2,279 1.675 25.730 21.329 4,255 85.289
CENTCOM 664 1.503 90 459 285 3,164 1.037 7.202
Channel 84 Z.624 2,208 4,160 7,576 16.157 17.149 49.957
MAC 2,864 437 30 284 1.273 2.371I 2,365 9,624

Total 68.736 60,231 49,999 22.646 111.111 115,196 43.662 472.580
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TableA.17

PAX- Average by User
OverallUser Augg90 Sep90 Oct90 Nov90 Dec90 Ian91 Feb 91 Average

Army 48.4 61.4 105.7 61.1 97.3 76.0 34.7 70.1
USAF 33.6 9.5 4.0 9.6 I11.1 17.9 2.3 1Z3
NavylMC 52.2 47.5 25.9 21.2 77.5 55.4 19.7 50.3

CENTCOM 22.9 16.7 12.9 35.3 11.4 19.5 18.2 18.4
Channel 10.5 9.9 4.0 4.7 6.9 14.4 126 9.4
MAC 34.5 16.2 6.0 8.6 10.7 24.7 27.5 21.4

Total 44.3 31.6 35.1 16.3 42.1 37.0 15.6 31.8

TableA.18

PAX- Dally Average by User

Overall
User Aug9O Sep90 Oct90 Nov90 Dec90 Jan91 Feb91 Average

Army 1092.2 1293.5 1465.7 490.8 2422.8 2122-9 585.3 13S3.3
USAF 427.8 212.2 47.3 44.8 1188 316.2 43.2 172.9
Navy/MC 650.8 349.9 76.0 55.8 857.7 711.0 141.8 406.1
CENTCOM 22.1 501 3.0 15.3 9.5 105.5 34.6 34.3
Channel 28 87.5 73.6 138.7 252.5 5386 571.6 237.9
MAC 95.5 14.6 1.0 9.5 42.4 79.0 78.8 45.8

Total 2,291 2.008 1.667 755 3,704 3.873 1.455 2,250

TableA.19

PAX- Allocation of Effort by User (Percent)
Overall

User Aug9O Sep90 Oct90 Nov90 Dec90 Jan91 Feb91 Average

Army 48 64 88 65 65 55 40 60
USAF 19 11 3 6 3 8 3 8
NavyIMC 28 17 5 7 23 is 10 18
CENTCOM 1 2 .0 2 0 3 2 2
Channel a 4 4 is 7 14 39 I11
MdAC 1 4 1 0 1 1 2 5 1 2



Appendix B

C-141 PAYLOAD DISTRIBUTION BY BASE

Appendix B shows the distribution of payloads by base for the seven
busiest bases, representing 67 percent of all the sorties from CONUS.
The bases are presented in descending order of number of sorties. As
can be seen, the bases which exhibit the sharpest limits are the East
Coast airbases: McGuire, Dover, Pope, and Charleston. The further
south the base, the lighter the average payload and the more skewed
the distribution is to the left. The western bases have much heavier
average payloads and a more naturally shaped distribution, which
suggests that we may be capturing some sorties that remained within
CONUS.
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Figure B.1-C-141 Payloads at Mc~uire AFB
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Figure B.4--C-141 Payloads at Pope AFB
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Figure B.6-C-141 Payloads at Charleston AFB
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